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An abstract of the thesis of Minerva E. Renee Kalenandi for the Master
of Arts in T.E.S.O.L presented November 4, 1994.

Title: Language Learning Strategies of Russian-Speaking Adult ESL
Learners.

In the ESL classroom, there are often cultural differences between
learners and teachers. Sometimes these differences can lead to
misunderstandings or even conflict. One area where differences between
cultures can be seen is language learning strategies and styles. This
study explores the possibility that awareness of differences, explicit
teaching, and negotiation may help to resolve differences.
This study looks at differences between Russian-speaking adult ESL
learners and American ESL teachers, with respect to strategy use and
preferences. Three aspects are investigated. The first is to see
whether there are statistically significant differences

~tween

these

groups of learners and teachers. The second is to try to form a loose
profile of the learners as a cultural group. The third is to see
whether or not there is evidence to suggest the validity of explicit
teaching of strategies in the ESL classroom.
The Strategy Inventory for Language Learners (SIIL), developed by
Rebecca Oxford, is one way to assess differences

~tween

learners and

teachers. A survey including the SIIL and a questionnaire was given to
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ninety-four subjects. Forty-seven are Russian-speaking adult ESL
learners and forty-seven are American-English-speaking ESL teachers or
potential ESL teachers taken from a TESOL program.
The results of the survey show that, in this case, there are
statistically significant differences in preferences for and use of
several sets of strategies. A preliminary cultural profile is derived
from the SILL results and from anecdotal evidence gathered from the
questionnaire. There is some evidence that the explicit teaching of
language learning strategies and their use may help resolve some of the
classroom conflicts between the two groups studied.
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CHAPI'ER I

INTROIUCTION

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Many factors contribute to learners' strategy preferences. One of
the most important is culture. CUlture helps determine personality type
and cognitive style (Evans, 1987). The education system of a culture
fosters the selection and use of certain strategies (Peck, 1991). When
an ESL teacher from one culture teaches learners from another, there is
often a mismatch of styles and strategies. One way to prevent problems
that could arise from such a mismatch is awareness of preferred
strategies of both learners and teachers. Since it is not feasible in
many ESL programs to test every learner, it would appear to be
beneficial to establish style and strategy profiles of cultural groups
of learners. This would prepare teachers to deal with mismatches before
they can become problems in the classroom. Many differences will still
appear as a function of individual variation, but those that are
associated with a culture group may help teachers to be more effective
in the ESL classroom. It is important to look at the profile as a
general guideline and to avoid stereotyping and over-generalizing.

-2BACKGROUND

culture and Language Learning
The topic of the influence of culture on language learning
strategies is interesting for several reasons. The first of these is my
own experiences as a teacher in classrooms where several language and
cultural groups are represented. One of the main concerns in developing
lessons, activities, and materials is taking into consideration the
existing styles and strategy preferences of learners. While individual
differences were present, it often seemed that members of the same
language or cultural group were more alike in their cognitive styles
and language learning strategy preferences. Differences in the ways
that teachers were teaching and the ways that learners were learning
seemed to cause friction at times in the classroom. If teachers were
more aware of how their learners were thinking, and how aspects of
their cultures affected the ways that they learned, it would be easier
to effect a compromise in styles and strategies utilized in the
classroom, and to explicitly discuss and teach strategy use.
A specific population, Russian-speaking adult ESL students, was
chosen for several reasons. The first is an ongoing interest on the
part of the researcher in the contrasts between Eastern European and
Soviet culture and that of the United States, especially in the area of
education and psychology. Another was ·the researcher's familiarity with
the group through ESL teaching and other contexts. The third
consideration was simply availability. Russian speakers comprise one of
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the largest groups in beginning ESL programs in the Portland area
(Levinsky and Rubinstein, 1994).
Theoretical Background
Current ESL research acknowledges and even stresses the importance
of language learning strategies and styles in the processes of learning
and teaching. One of the earlier investigations of the importance of
strategies to language learning and teaching is the model of the Good
Language Learner. This model is comprised in large part of a list of
strategies that are engaged in by successful learners (Naiman, Frolich,
Todesco, and Stern, 1978).

OXford's (1990) taxonomy of strategies is

one of the most comprehensive. It includes a number of specific
activities, general processes, and sets of strategies. A more recent
discussion of the Good Language Learner model, strategy use, and
implications for language teaching can be found in OXford, Lavine, and
Crookall (1989).
Learner styles affect which strategies are chosen and used by
learners. Styles are habits of thinking and perceiving, while
strategies are habits of learning and doing. Lono (1987) suggests the
following continuum: variables influence styles, which influence
selection and use of strategies, which influence the learning process.
Maurice's (1986) view is that culture can determine which styles and
strategies are used because the norms of learning behaviors and
attitudes are determined by culture.
Because of this connection between culture and learning, it is
important to recognize diversity, and to assess the style and strategy
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profiles of both learners and teachers.

Evans (1987) advises a

'cultural diagnosis', to find out what learners know, what prior
educational experiences they have had, what the preferred styles and
strategies of the culture are, and the attitudes and expectations of
the learners.

The means of assessing diversity could include surveys,

polls, or scales for a quantified assessment, as well as student
logbooks or discussions (Peck, 1991). The purpose of the proposed study
is to provide a preliminary cultural diagnosis of one culture group in
a specific context.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Styles and Strategies
Language learning strategies are defined by Rebecca Oxford as
"operations employed by the learner to aid the acquisition, storage,
retrieval, and use of information" (Oxford, 1990, p.8). These
strategies are specific activities related to the direct or indirect
processes of learning. Learning styles, on the other hand, are defined
by Skehan as "••• a general predisposition, voluntary or not, toward
processing information in a particular way" (Skehan, 1991, p.288). In
other words, cognitive or learning styles are general modes or patterns
of thinking. Certain strategies or styles may make the learning process
more difficult, or make specific learning or canmunicative tasks easier
for some people than for others. Effective use of strategies leads to a
more effective learning experience.

-5-

CUlture
Different researchers have made varied suggestions as to which
factors relating to variation among learners should be considered part
of culture. Since this study is not looking at specific cultural
variables, but rather culture itself as a variable, the term "culture"
will be presumed to be the collective characteristics of a group that
shares the same background knowledge, language, and basic belief
system, based on nation of origin. This definition is based on a
combination of sources, including Evans (1987), Wardhaugh (1969), Coady
(1979), Carroll (1965), Saville-Troike (1976), Lono (1987), and Maurice
( 1987).

Profile
The term "profile" is used in this study to replace Evans' (1987)
term "cultural diagnosis". It refers to the similarities in style and
strategy preferences among a given group of learners. The term
"cultural diagnosis" seems to imply that the characteristics of a group
of learners is somehow in need of being fixed or cured. "Profile" seems
less value laden and more objective as a descriptor. A profile is a
guideline and should not be taken as a stereotype of members of any
given cultural group.

Russian-Speaking
The terms 'Russian-speaking' and 'Russian speaker•, as used in this
study, refer to culture rather than language. This term was chosen
because it seemed to express the commonality of cultural and
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educational experience in the former Soviet Union. The target group was
comprised primarily of evangelical and pentecostal Russians and
Ukrainians. Since the target group includes persons from different
ethnic groups, but similar backgrounds, a term was needed that included
all of the respondents. The term 'Russian' is inappropriate to describe
persons other than ethnic Russians. The term 'evangelical and
pentecostal Russians and Ukrainians' is impractical and much too long.
All of the respondents were from the former Soviet Union and had the
shared experiences of the standardized Soviet education system. All of
the surveys used in this study were from respondents who gave Russian
as a first language, either exclusively or with Ukrainian. Because of
these factors, 'Russian-speaking' and 'Russian speaker' were deemed to
be the most appropriate and the most practical ways of describing the
target group. These terms refer only to the specific respondent group
in this study.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This study examines the following set of questions:

A. Is there a significant difference between the learning
strategies of ESL teachers in the

u.s.

and those of

Russian-speaking learners in ESL programs in the U.S.?
B. What is the strategy profile of Russian speaking refugee
ESL learners?
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c.

Does the available evidence show that there is a valid
reason for explicitly teaching language learning
strategies?

The related hypothesis and null hypothesis tested during the course
of this study are as follows:

H1 Significant differences between the two groups exist with
regard to the scores on one or more portions of the SILL.

Ho

Significant differences do not exist between the two
groups with regard to scores on any portion of the SILL.

METHOD

In order to investigate possible answers to the research questions
this study provides a preliminary cultural profile of strategy use for
Russian-speaking adult ESL learners in the Portland area. It compares
the profile of this group to the profile of the comparison group of ESL
teachers and potential ESL teachers, using ANOVA. The instrument used
in this study is a survey. This survey includes the Strategy Inventory
for Language Learning developed by Rebecca Oxford (1990) and a
questionnaire relating to demographic information and educational
background, based on the questionnaire accompanying the SILL. (Oxford,
1990). It also contains open-ended questions on observed differences
between the profiles of learners and teachers, and between educational
systems of the target population and their teachers in the

u.s.

CHAPI'ER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

IN'I'ROIUCTION

The importance of looking at learning strategies and styles is
based on the process orientation rather than the view of language
learning as a product. This orientation looks at how students learn,
the steps involved in learning, and the roles of various activities and
interactions involved in learning (Wright, 1987). The process
orientation is in opposition to

input-output approaches, which are

based on the notion that learning is a concrete product produced by
exposure to appropriate input (i.e. teacher discourse, texts, audio and
video tapes) (Brown, 1987). It focuses on the learner's responsibility
for learning. Examining strategies and styles of learning is a way to
look explicitly at ways that learners think, and how they process
information. It is also a way to look at the specific tasks learners
engage in during the process of learning. The examination of styles and
strategies provides a way to find out which patterns of strategies and
styles lead to more effective learning. This can lead to a more
appropriate methodology of language teaching, based on the ways
learners do learn. It also can lead to figuring out which strategies
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can be taught to help learners be more effective in achieving their
goals and fulfilling their needs. Making learners aware of styles and
helping them to look at different ways of thinking and perceiving can
also be a part of a more appropriate language teaching methodology.
Four general questions will be addressed in this discussion of the
impact of culture on the selection and implementation of learning
strategies and styles during the process of language learning and
acquisition. The first of these concerns the specific strategies and
styles that have been identified and researched. The second
investigates the factors that account for variation among individuals.
Third, the cultural aspect of variation in learning strategies and
styles is examined. Finally, an example of how the differences between
cultures can result in conflicts in the classroom is considered.

LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGIES AND LEARNING STYLES

Language Learning Strategies
General Definitions. As previously mentioned in Chapter One,
strategies are usually presented in terms of a taxonomy or a list of
activities engaged in during the process of learning. One of the first
models of strategy use was the model of the Good language Learner,
which pointed out a list of successful learning behaviors or habits
that language learners engaged in {Naiman et al, 1978). According to
Naiman et al {1978), the Good Language Learner approaches learning as
an active task and sees language as a system. He or she recognizes and
uses the target language as a means of communication and interaction. A
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good language learner deals effectively with affective aspects of
language learning and monitors target language use.
Skehan (1989) refers to Wong-Fillmore's investigation of
children's language learning strategies. Her taxonomy is fairly simple,
and is based on the self-reports of the children she worked with. Her
set of strategies includes social strategies such as joining a group
and talking to friends in the target language. Cognitive strategies are
also included, such as pretending to understand the target language,
until the learner is able to figure out the message.
Taxonomies. O'Malley, Chamot, Stewner-Manzares, Kupper, and Russo
(1985)

proposed a set of strategies that included metacognitive,

cognitive, and social strategies used in the process of learning and
acquisition of a language. Tarone (1983) proposed a set of
communication strategies, including paraphrase, borrowing and avoidance
as categories. She gives examples of activities as specific strategies.
The set of strategies referred to by Tarone (1983) specifically deals
with the ways in which learners compensate for missing or insufficient
knowledge in the target language. Other discussions of strategies can
be

found in Faerch and Kasper's Strategies in interlanguage

communication {1983).
OXford (1990) includes some of the above strategies in her
taxonomy. She lists them under the heading compensation strategies.
This taxonomy, which is one of the most comprehensive, includes over
sixty specific activities. These are subdivided into nineteen general
processes and six sets of strategies. The direct strategies are those
dealing with memory, cognition, and ways of compensating. Indirect
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strategies include those concerned with metacognitive, affective, and
social factors {1990).
Specific examples of mnemonic strategies are word grouping and
categorization, word associations, use of imagery, and reviewing.
Examples of cognitive strategies are practising, receiving and sending
messages in the target language, translating, and transferring
knowledge from one language to another. Compensation strategies include
using cues and clues, asking for clarification, avoidance, and
paraphrasing. Specific metacognitive strategies include planning
learning tasks, setting goals and objectives, and self-monitoring.
Examples of affective strategies are relaxation techniques,
self-encouragement, awareness of feelings, and stress checklists.
Social strategies include asking for clarification or correction,
cooperating with peers or others, and developing understanding of
others {OXford, 1990). For a more detailed list of specific strategies,
see Appendix D, page 110, or OXford (1990), Language learning
strategies: What every teacher should Jmow. OXford, Lavine, and
Crookall (1989) present a condensed version of this taxonomy. They also
include a discussion of implications for language teaching.
Many of these taxonomies and descriptions of language learning
strategies show a lot of overlap. Figure 1 {p.12) shows how the
different descriptions and classifications compare. The common factors
in these discussions are the focus on language learning and acquisition
as a process and the importance given to the learner's
responsibility for the process. In general, the types of strategies do
not conflict with one another. Differences are found mainly in the

Naiman et al
(1978)

OXford (1990)

O'Malley et al
(1985)

Wong-Fillmore
(1976, in
Skehan, 1989)

Others

DIRECT STRATEGIES
Rote-Learning

Memory
Language as
System

Cognitive

Cognitive

Cognitive
Communication Strategies
(Tarone)

Active Task
Approach; Language
as a Means of
Communication/interaction

Compensation

INDIRECT STRATEGIES
Metacognitive

Monitoring L2

Affective

Managing Affective
Demands

Social

Language as a Means
of Communication/
Interaction

Metacognitive

Social

Social

Task-Based

Figure 1. Various taxonomies of language learning strategies.
( © Kalenandi 1994)
I

~

N

I
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scope of the discussions, the degree of detail, and the aspects
covered- i.e. cognitive, compensation, affective. Skehan (1989) points
out some important features of strategy-based approaches. He says that
social strategies are the most important strategies in informal
learning. The more exposure a learner has to the target language and
the more a learner interacts with others in the target language, the
more he or she has opportunities for learning and acquisition. Social
strategies are concerned with the time spent learning. Furthermore, the
reflective strategies, or metacognitive and cognitive strategies, are
important to all but the youngest learners. According to Skehan (1989),
The major focus of strategy-based approaches is on viewing language as
a system rather than relying on formulaic learning.

Learning Styles
General Definitions. While strategies are specific processes and
activities, cognitive and learning styles are orientations or
preferences for certain ways of thinking about, perceiving, and
organizing information. These styles are often presented in opposing
pairs of traits and are measured on a continuum. A person's learning
style is described as an orientation towards or preference for one or
the other of the traits in a dyad. Richmond (1987) defines styles as
leading to expectations and responses of learners. Some of the
parameters she discusses are preferences for individual or group
learning. Others relate to indirect or direct styles of interaction.
Maurice (1986) examines the axis of inductive-deductive-affective
reasoning orientation. Inductive thinkers tend to make hypotheses, then
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look for evidence to support or disprove them. Deductive thinkers look
at evidence, and then draw conclusions. Affective thinkers tend to make
decisions based on how they feel about a subject (1986}. Lono (1987}
looks at styles as ways of organizing information, expressed in thought
patterns and discourse structures. These would indicate a preference
for explicit or implicit styles. These styles are reflected by
circular, linear, or other discourse patterns. Explicit thinkers tend
to be direct and focused on specific information. Implicit thinkers
tend to work around specifics, by going into detail, restating, or
giving examples or analogies (Lono, 1987}.
Peck (1991) discusses several aspects of learning styles. These
aspects include orientations towards individual, small group, or large
group learning situations, towards visual or audio learning, and
towards observation or participation as a means of learning. Types of
learning, such as analysis and exploration of rules, translation, and
rote learning, are examined as well. Skehan {1989, 1991) gives listings
of some of the most widely investigated styles. One of the most
important is field independence/dependence. A field independent learner
can look at information in an objective way, without relying heavily on
context, while field dependent learners need a lot of context to
process information. Other styles include introversion/ extroversion,
analytic learning/formulaic learning, and levels of risk-taking
{Skehan, 1989). Other orientations include preferences for visual,
audio, or kinesthetic modes of learning, and active/passive learning
{Skehan, 1991). One more range of styles is external/internal locus of
control, which relates to how learners make attributions (see Roberts,
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1992; Roberts and Locke, 1991). For a comparison of style descriptions,
see Figure 2 (p.16).

When considering cognitive and learning styles, it is important to
remember that the measurements or orientations are not absolute. For
each axis there exists a continuum. Most learners exhibit a mix of
orientations and preferences for any of the styles. Styles also can
affect which strategies are chosen and used by learners. A learner with
strong orientations towards introversion, individual learning, and
observational learning, for example, would be less likely to rely
heavily on social strategies. Strategies are habits of learning and
doing, while styles are habits of thinking and perceiving.

DIFFERENCES AMONG LEARNERS

Factors Relating to Differences
Individual differences among language learners are found for a
number of reasons. The basic concept of individual differences is that
a learner's particular perspective, experiences, abilities, and
motivations lead to a unique profile of language learning. Many factors
related to individual differences among learners have been proposed by
various researchers. In general, there seem to be three kinds of
factors. The first kind are those that are immutable, or beyond
control- i.e. age, gender, intelligence. The second kind are those that
are due to factors which can be modified or negotiated- i.e.
educational factors, cultural factors, social factors. Third, there are

Skehan (1989, 1991)

Peck __(199_1) _ _____ J,ono (1987)

Richmond _{1987)

Implicit/
Explicit

Field Dependent/
Independent

Maurice (1986)

Direct/
Indirect

Introversion/
Extroversion
Analytic v.
Translation v.
Rote Learning

Analytic/
Formulaic

Inductive/Deductive/
Affective

Risk Taking
Visual/Audio/
Kinesthetic

Visual/Oral

Active/Passive

Observation/
Participation
Individual/Small Group/ Individual/Group
Large Group

Internal/External
Locus of Control
Figure 2. Various language learning styles.
( (§)Kalenandi 1994)
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-17those that are solely within the control of the learner- i.e.
motivation, attitudes, cognitive style.
In the Good Language Learner model, three sets of factors are
sorted out. The first set is comprised of teaching factors. These
include materials, syllabus, methods, and resources available. The
second set pertains to factors which are intrinsic to the learner. This
set includes age, intelligence, aptitude, motivation, personality, and
cognitive style. The third relates to contextual factors. These include
ducational setting, opportunities for use, and social milieu {Naiman et
al, 1978). Carroll's model {1965) is based on factors which govern
interaction in formal learning. A differentiation is made between
instrumental factors, such as time, setting, and

instructor's ability,

and individual factors, such as intelligence, aptitude, and motivation.

Importance of Differences
Patterns. Individual differences between learners are important
because examining the variables connected to differences can point out
patterns. These patterns can be investigated for causality. Possibly,
some factors could be manipulated or negotiated for more effective
learning and teaching. Relationships between styles and strategies
could be established or explained by looking at relationships between
the variables related to differences. If relationships between factors,
strategies and styles can be identified, the teaching of languages can
be adapted to the needs of groups or individuals for the most effective
learning experience.

-18CULTURE, STYLES, AND STRATEGIES
"In the classical anthropological sense, culture refers to
the cumulative deposit of knowledge, beliefs, values,
religion, customs, and mores acquired by a group of people
and passed on from generation to generation ••• It is also
communicable knowledge, learned behavioral traits that are
shared by participants in social groups and manifested in
their institutions." (Harris and Moran, 1979, in Nayar, 1986,
p.2)
General Definition of CUlture
There appear to be as many definitions of culture as there are
researchers studying culture or aspects of culture. Evans (1987) sees
ethnicity, personality, education, attitudes, and gender and age roles
as cultural factors.

Wardhaugh (1969) proposes that culture is

contextual and pragmatic knowledge. Using these definitions, any factor
which relates to context or use of language could be a cultural
variable. Some researchers propose

that culture is comprised of

background knowledge, strategies, and conceptual and perceptual styles
(Coady, 1979; Carroll, 1965; Saville-Troike, 1976). Lone (1987) goes
further and links cultural factors to those which contribute to the
learner's schema. Maurice (1986) sees culture as a filter for
determining which pieces of incoming information are important.
According to Maurice (1986), culture also guides the interpretation of
received input. He also sees culture as a base for 'common sense',
which designates right and wrong ways of thinking, perceiving and
doing.

-19CUlture and ESL
Conflicts. Why is it important to look specifica11y at cultural
variables related to differences between learners? In the field of
language teaching, especially English as a Second Language (ESL),
teachers and learners are often, if not usually, from different
cultures. One of the most important ramifications of this is the
development of intercultural conflicts. When a teacher in the classroom
is teaching according to his or her cultural pattern of styles and
strategies, there is the possibility of conflict. Ignoring, or worse,
devaluing, the cultural patterns of learners, can lead to an even
greater potential for conflict. Maurice (1986) indicates that cultural
norms lead to learner and teacher attributions. His view is that
culture can determine which styles and strategies are used, through
norms of learning behaviors and attitudes. Learners and teachers make
attributions according to the fit between what they believe to be
common sense and the information presented to them. He says that the
solution is to anticipate and accept diversity in the classroom (1986).
OXford, Lavine, and Crookall (1989) suggest that the classroom
implications of the need to cultivate strategy use and develop
communicative competence lead to a shift in techniques, roles, and
environment. Organization of the classroom needs to be learner-based
and supportive of the learners' goals. Learning needs to be task-based
and centered on more realistic forms of communication. Active learning
should be encouraged. Teachers should support learner creativity,
problem-solving skills, and interpersonal cooperation in the classroom.
They need to explicitly train learners in strategy use, so that
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learners will be aware of the strategies and have them available for
use (1989). Rost and Ross (1991) also suggest the possibility of
explicitly teaching communication strategies to assist learners in
achieving communicative canpetence. They state that if the strategies
used by more advanced learners can be taught to lower levels, the
communicative canpetence of those learners could be enhanced.
Teaching cultural styles and strategies. Other researchers also
feel that strategies and styles can and should be taught to learners in
order to facilitate the language learning process. Bentahila and Davies
(1989), for example, examine how cultural knowledge, which includes
strategies and styles, works in the process of learning and teaching a
second languages. They also explore the extent to which styles and
strategies of one culture should be recognized by and adopted by
learners and teachers of a second language/culture. They conclude that
the extent to which learners or teachers should adopt cultural styles
and strategies depends on the purpose of learning (1989). Lennon (1990)
noted that strategy use and learning styles are more important to
development of communicative competence than just placing a learner in
an L2 environment. Lennon says that if learners do not use strategies
effectively, it doesn't matter where they are. They need to be able to
make effective use of language opportunities to develop proficiency.
Si-Qing (1990) also discusses the need for explicitly teaching specific
skills and strategies to culturally different learners.

-21Resolving Conflicts
Awareness of differences. Byrd (1986) suggests that awareness of
the points of conflict between cultural styles and strategies is the
first step towards resolving them. Teachers need to deal explicitly
with the differences. They need to teach strategies and awareness of
strategies. They need to adapt the curriculum to the needs of students.
The first step is to recognize diversity and to assess the style and
strategy profiles of both learners and teachers. Peck (1991) recommends
several means of assessing diversity. These include surveys, pools, and
scales, for a quantified assessment. Other means that Peck suggests are
student logbooks or discussions. Evans (1987) advises a 'cultural
diagnosis' to find out what learners know, what prior educational
experiences they have had, what the preferred styles and strategies of
the culture are, and the attitudes and expectations of the learners.
Reconciliation. The next step is to find a way to reconcile
culturally different sets of styles and strategies. Since teacher and
learner share and negotiate the learning process, both need to
recognize the different cultures represented in the classroom. They
also need and to work together to negotiate the means of the process
(Gurney, 1987). The teaching of culture is always taking place in a
language classroom, either explicitly or implicitly. Some researchers
suggest the explicit use of cultural differences in learning as tools
in the classroom. Fitch (1987) says that there is a need to dispel
myths and stereotypes and to reconcile differences in learning
expectations, behaviors and interaction patterns. One tool that could
be used in conducting a cultural diagnosis, promoting awareness of

-22variation, and reconciling styles and strategies is the Intercultural
Sensitizer {!CS). Albert (1983) describes the construction and uses of
ICS's.

An

!CS is designed to promote intercultural interaction and

communication and to reduce intercultural friction. An

res consists of

examples of intercultural situations. It gives several possible options
for action in each situation. These options are based on the cultural
norms and expectations of the different groups involved in the
situation. The examination of each situation and its possible outcomes
leads to discussion and, hopefully, intercultural understanding
{Albert, 1983). Perhaps it would be possible to develop an

res relating

specifically to cultural aspects of variation in styles and strategies.
Activities. Some researchers suggest specific activities to teach
awareness and use of new styles and strategies. Bro'W!l (1989) discusses
the use of task-based learning to develop learning and communications
skills. Peck (1991) uses diversity as a springboard for discussion and
activities in the classroom. Cameron and Epling's study (1989)
suggested that small group and pair activities can be more effective
when interaction styles of students are considered in the composition
of such groupings.
Classroom culture. Furey (1986) proposes the creation of a third,
intermediary, or classroom culture. This culture would explicitly deal
with difference and have clearly delineated ground rules, expectations
and norms for classroom behavior and process. Teacher and learners
would negotiate between varying styles and sets of preferred
strategies. Little and Sanders (1989) also explore the relationship
between communication and community in a foreign language classroom.

-23Their conclusions are that a notion of community is necessary to
developing good communication skills. Classroom community can be
fostered by relating the curriculum and materials to learners' own
experiences and styles of learning. In their article, they include
specific ways to create a classroom community.
Testing. Cargill (1987) discusses the importance of recognizing
cultural differences in learning with respect to testing issues.
Besides the problem of testing that refers to cultural background,
culturally different styles and strategies can lead to problems in
design and accuracy of testing as well. Tests need to be constructed
with cultural profiles in mind, when deciding which types of items
should or should not be used. Organization of information in tests also
is an area which is affected by cultural patterns of learning and
thinking.

Summary

Cultural patterns of variations in language learning strategies
and learning styles are important in teaching and learning language,
because they can lead to conflict, ineffective implementation of
teaching methods, and other problems for both teachers and learners,
inside and outside of the classroom. Resolution and prevention of these
problems can be accomplished. A good discussion of cultural conflicts
and conflict resolution in the classroom can be found in Scarcella's
Teaching language minority students in the multicultural classroom
(1990). First, there is a need for awareness and anticipation of
diversity. Assessment of cultural profiles of style and strategy

-24preferences and use comes next. Finally, differences which could cause
problems need to

be

reconciled. This can

be

done through explicitly

teaching and discussing variation, negotiation, adjusting curriculum,
and creating of a classroom culture.

AN EXAMPLE OF CULTURE CONFLICTS IN THE CLASSROOM

overview
This study centered around the cultural conflicts between
Russian-speaking learners and u.s. teachers in ESL classes.
Russian-speakers comprise a large proportion in Portland, Oregon
metropolitan area ESL classes. In Oregon, this group made up only 1% of
all immigrants from 1975 to 1987. This increased to 14% in 1988. In
1989, immigrants from the now-former u.s.s.R. accounted for 65% of all
immigrants. The figures for 1993 show that 46% of all immigrants coming
to Oregon were from the former Soviet Union. Most of these were
Pentecostal or Evangelical Christians from the Ukraine (Levinsky and
Rubinstein, 1994). This high proportion of Russian-speakers can and
does lead to conflicts in the classroom (Wiggins, 1994). These
conflicts have their roots in cultural differences in values,
experiences, educational practices and philosophy, and reasonable
expectations based on these values, experiences and practices (Wiggins,
1994). This process also occurs for u.s. teachers who have expectations
based on their own cultural experiences.

-25Cultural Values and Experiences in the

u.s.s.R.

Kunz (1991) stated that in the cultural characteristics of the
former

u.s.s.R.

and the

u.s.

found that values in the

a distinct dichotomy can be found. He

u.s.s.R.

centered on centralism, community,

communal work, and stability. In the

u.s.,

Kunz found that values are

centered on democracy, individualism, cooperation, and innovation.
Soviet values were supposed to have been based on the goals of
Marxism/Leninism. These goals were to have fostered a classless society
of workers and peasants, with strata determined by whether an
individual performed manual or non-manual labor (Nyirady, 1991).
Further, the workers and peasants were to be co-equal in authority,
which was itself comprised of workers and peasants. There was to be no
separate ruling class, neither elected, appointed, nor hereditary
(Lenin, 1932). Lenin (1932) and the early Soviets believed that the
'classless' society would evolve through state-enforced values of
atheism, cooperation and working for the common good, respect for
central authority, and the view that the community is worth more than
the individual.
In practice, the Soviet system was rigid, totalitarian, and
extremely centralized and bureaucratic, while lip service was still
paid to the original values (Lane, 1992). The values of the Soviet
government and the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) were
inculcated through cultural activities, political activities, the
economy, all forms of media, and education, all of which were overseen
by the CPSU, which controlled the central government (Nyirady, 1991).
Membership in the CPSU and adherence to the principles of the Soviet
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central government were key factors in obtaining educational
opportunities, social status, occupational opportunities, and
privileges and benefits. Wiggins (1994) showed that the core values of
Soviet society and culture were exhibited in the citizens by a desire
for stability, security, social order, predictability, and an avoidance
of risk. Wiggins noted that these values were also shared by groups and
people who were opposed to the central authority, such as the
Pentecostal and Evangelical Christians from the Ukraine who emigrated
from the former U.S.S.R. to the U.S ••
Experiences are also a part of culture. The experiences of the
majority of the Russian-speaking innnigrants in this study have an
effect on the values that they hold and on their expectations. These
experiences include repression of religious groups and their members,
and repression of Ukrainians, whose nationalism was perceived as a
threat to the central authority (Skallerup, 1991). Most of the
irmnigrants in the Portland, Oregon metropolitan area have experienced
these types of repression. There was also pressure to conform to the
Soviet ideals and to belong to the CPSU, including its youth groups and
other associations (Gaudiak, 1991). The results of refusal to conform
were unequal opportunities in education and employment (Skallerup,
1991). The effects on the refugee population include a general
antagonism towards authority and a lack of ambition in seeking both
educational and occupational opportunities (Skallerup., 1991; Wiggins,
1994).

-27The Soviet Education System
Characteristics. The Soviet education system was dominated by the
CPSU and government ministries (Zickel, 1991). This led to the
formation of a huge bureaucracy, devoted to the creation and
maintenance of a centralized, standardized curriculum, with
conservative methods and content (Steckler, 1991). There was political
indoctrination throughout all levels of education (Zickel, 1991).
Classroom environments were formal and regimented, with a reliance on
rote learning, lectures, teacher discourse, and textbooks (Steckler,
1991). Discussions between teachers and learners and interactions
between learners were limited (Wiggins, 1994). Progress, i.e. grades or
marks, was determined by rigorous and comprehensive examinations
(Steckler, 1991).
Study of the Russian language was compulsory in elementary and
secondary education, although other languages were permitted as a
teaching medium. For higher education, science, technology, and the
military, Russian was often the exclusive medium of instruction,
operation, and research (Gaudiak, 1991). Choosing an education with
Russian as the medium of instruction was a means of increasing one's
opportunities in education and occupational advancement (Lane, 1992).
Education was compulsory to the 11th year in the mid to late
1980's, but had been cumpulsory only to the 8th or 10th year from the
1960's to the early 1980's (Steckler, 1991). Access to higher or
specialized education was often easier to obtain for members of CPSU
organizations or the children of the elite (lane, 1992).

-28Goals. The primary goal of the Soviet education system was to
train and develop soviet citizens (Lane, 1992; McClare,1991). This
included several major goals. The first of these was the inculcation of
Soviet values (Lane, 1992). This goal was implemented by imposing
ideological conformity in all instruction, from preschool to graduate
study, in all subjects (Steckler, 1991). It was also implemented
through teaching methods and practices which foster collective thinking
and acting, pressure to join CPSU extra-curricular groups, and through
the influence and control of the education system by the CPSU and its
bureaucracy (Lane, 1992).

The second goal was the provision of a

free and universal education for all citizens (Zickel, 1991). This
provision was achieved through mass literacy, standardized and rigid
curriculum and methods (Zickel, 1991; Steckler, 1991). The use of
Russian as the national language was another tool for providing a
uniform education for all Soviet citizens. Russian was used in all
levels of primary education, either with or without another national
language, and sometimes exclusively in secondary, higher, and military
education, as well in most research, science and technology (Gaudiak,
1991). In practice, however, the promise of a free and universal
education often led to a limited number of teachers, many of whom were
poorly trained, and a high student to teacher ratio (Steckler, 1991).
Because of limited space and resources, overcrowding and shortages were
common, especially in rural areas. The massive bureaucracy needed to
administer the system led to difficulties in enacting any reforms to
the system (Steckler, 1991).
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force {McClare, 1991) and to use education as a means to shape the
economy, research, and society as a whole {lane, 1992). This involved
an emphasis on polytechnical education. Polytechnical education was a
means of training students to become good workers {lane, 1992). This
form of education incorporated cognitive, moral, and practical
components: developing knowledge of production, respect for and
dedication to work, and sound work habits. It was implemented through a
combination of formal schooling and practical, sometimes on-the-job,
training (Steckler, 1991). Control of the division of labor and the
shape of the labor force was also maintained through the education
system, by determining the number of educational opportunities in
various fields and allocating resources accordingly (lane, 1992). In
practice, allocation of resources was based on short-term, rather than
long-term goals and needs. The results of this were mismatches between
the labor needs and the labor pool. This led to under-employment,
under- or over-qualified workers, and inefficient use of skills,
knowledge, and abilities of workers {Lane, 1992).

Classroom Conflicts as an Example of Culture Conflicts
In the former

u.s.s.R.,

the classroom environment was

theoretically quite formal and regimented, oriented towards
collectivity. In practice, however, the strict discipline that was
reported by Steckler (1991), incorporating oral reprimands, demerits,
peer pressure and parental cooperation, often fell short. Unruly
classrooms and a lack of respect for authority were common in Soviet
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schools (Ripp, 1984}. Cheating was reported to be widespread (Steckler,
1991; Wiggins, 1994}. In

u.s.

classrooms, Russian-speaking learners are

often perceived to be rude or arrogant, unambitious, and, as a group,
exclusive and given to cheating (Wiggins, 1994}.
But some of these perceptions may be due to cultural differences.
The curriculum, method and goals inherent in the Soviet education
system are based on developing good work habits, love of work,
self-discipline, and collectivity (Steckler, 1991}. Wiggins (1994}
discusses how these educational values underly the behaviors discussed
above.
One example of how cultural styles can cause conflict is the
differences in the roles of teachers and learners. Lack of respect for
authority, rudeness or arrogance perceived by U.S. teachers could be
due to differing views of the status and role of teachers. In the
u.s.s.R., teachers were seen as dispensers of knowledge (Wiggins,
1994), setting the parameters and controlling the classroom, while
learners were to take in the content primarily through observation. In
effect, teachers performed much of the work of learning for the
learners. Learners immersed in the values of the Soviet central
government saw themselves as co-equal or in opposition to any authority
(Wiggins, 1994}. In the u.s., teachers tend to be guides to learning,
but learners must do the work of learning, instead of simply absorbing
knowledge from the teacher. The conflict between these two styles can
lead to negative perceptions on both sides.
The apparent unruliness and 'cheating' could be due to the
emphasis on collectivity in Soviet classrooms. In the u.s., the
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emphasis is on individualism and individual work, and collaboration is
seen as cheating. These perceptions could also be due to the
differences in how the two groups see the process of education.

In the

u.s.s.R., learning was work. The learning process was straightforward,
with little discussion, and little room for questioning on the part of
learners (Wiggins, 1994, Steckler, 1991). In the U.S., learning is
often informal, with different techniques, discussions, even games or
play activities used to help learners in the learning process. It could
be that Russian-speaking learners do not see what is occurring in u.s.
classrooms as learning, and behave accordingly. Wiggins (1994)
reinforces this notion by stating that these learners tend to perceive
ESL education as play, rather than work.Another reason could be an
antagonistic attitude toward authority, fostered by living under the
totalitarian Soviet system (Roberts, 1992).
Similarly, the observation on the part of u.s. teachers that these
learners are exclusive may derive from the emphasis on collectivity and
group membership and belonging in Soviet society and education. It
could also be due to either a collective experience of repression or a
collective emigre experience (Roberts, 1992). The perceived lack of
ambition could come from the lack of opportunities that these learners
have experienced in the u.s.s.R., or from opposition to participating
in 'the system•. Most of the conflicts between the two groups might
very well be based on cultural factors· and a lack of understanding of
the cultures on the part of both learners and teachers.
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While this particular group of learners may have been refugees
from the Soviet system, the values and goals of this system still
influenced them. The ideological underpinnings of the Soviet system
dominated all aspects of society and culture, just as the Protestant
and capitalist ideologies are inherent in American society and culture.
These influences are seen in the experiences, and in the expectations
of both Russian-speaking learners from the former u.s.s.R. and teachers
in the u.s •• In the area of education, culture affects classroom
environment, educational goals, method of teaching and learning, among
other things. The differences between the two cultures with respect to
education lead to a research expectation that statistically significant
differences will be found.
There are many factors that can account for variability among
learners, cultural factors are among the most important. Some variables
cannot be changed. Others are solely under the control of the learner.
cultural variables can be dealt with by both the learner and the
teacher. If cultural factors are not taken into consideration,
intercultural conflicts revolving around style and strategy issues can
occur. To avoid this, it is necessary for teachers and learners to be
aware of differences and to work together to negotiate. Because this is
such an important issue, much more research needs to be done in the
area of cultural factors affecting learning style and strategy
preference and use.

CHAPrER III

METHOD

INTRODUCTION

This research examines the question of whether or not a
significant difference exists with regard to language learning strategy
use and preference, between Russian-speaking adult ESL learners and
American ESL teachers and prospective teachers. The results of the
research could give evidence as to whether or not explicit teaching of
language learning strategies is justified in the multi-cultural ESL
classroom. The specific hypothesis tested is that there will be some
significant differences in the scores of some individual sections, if
not overall, between Strategy Inventory for Language Learners (SIIL)
scores of the two groups aforementioned. if this hypothesis is
supported, there will be some justification for the explicit teaching
of strategies with emphasis on the different profiles of learners based
on language groups.
The hypothesis was tested by administering the SIIL to samples of
the two populations. Samples were taken from a pool of adult
Russian-speaking ESL learners, the target group. Samples were also
taken from a pool of American ESL teachers and prospective ESL
teachers, the comparison group. Two versions of the survey, which
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includes the SILL and a demographic questionnaire containing open-ended
questions about observed differences in strategy use, were given. One
was in Russian, for the target population. The survey given to the
comparison group was in English. The results were evaluated, using
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to determine variance between group and
the significance, if any, of the variance. Descriptive statistics were
used to analyze demographic information as well as to briefly analyze
the SILL scores. Finally, anecdotal evidence from the questionnaires
was collected and examined, to note any similarities between the SILL
results and the learners' and teachers' own perceptions.

METHODOLOGY

Variables
The independent variables in the study are the demographic
characteristics of the subjects. The dominant independent variable, the
focus of the study, is language group. In this case, language group
approximates cultural group (See Chapter I, p.5). The target group is
comprised of Russian speakers, while the comparison group is comprised
of American English Speakers. Other independent variables, or
co-variables, are gender, age and age group, and years of education and
education level. The dependent variables being measured in this study
are the scores for the SILL, which has six sections and an overall
score.
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Subjects
The target group consists of Russian speakers. The subjects are
adults currently studying English, who are former residents of the
Soviet union. The primary educational experience of this group is in
the Soviet education system. The primary cultural experience is Soviet
as well. Some of the respondents listed Ukrainian as a first language,
along with Russian, but all were exposed primarily to Soviet/Russian
education and culture, and had Russian as a dominant language. Only
surveys with Russian or Russian and another language listed as native
language were used. These subjects were all enrolled in Portland-area
adult ESL programs
The comparison group consists of English-speaking Americans, with
English as their sole first language. Those who gave another language
as an additional first language or used another language at work or at
home, i.e. bilinguals, were excluded. This was necessary because of the
possibility that bilinguals' primary educational and cultural
experiences were not predominantly in the U.S •• The subjests in this
group were either students in the Portland State University (PSU) TESOL
(Teaching English to Speakers of other languages) program, or teachers
of respondent Russian-speakers.

Sampling
Target Population. The sampling method for the target population
varied from situation to situation. For all situations, the first step
was to contact the heads of local ESL programs by phone. Next,
information packets including a letter of introduction, a prospectus of
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the project, and a copy of the survey including the questionnaire and
the SILL were mailed to the ESL programs. The next step was to contact

individual teachers. At the first school this was accomplished through
letters of introduction and follow up letters. Three teachers out of
six responded. At the other two schools, the teachers were C'Ontacted
through the department heads.
The third step was to administer or hand out the surveys. Three
methods of distribution and administration were tried, based on the
constraints of the individual programs. The most successful was to pull
students out of class and to administer the survey during a
thirty-minute period. This was possible with only one teacher at the
first school. At both of the other schools, where the ESL department
heads allowed the researcher to take students from several classes at
one time, pullouts were used exclusively. Overall, this resulted in a
response rate of seventy-five to one hundred percent. Usable surveys
were in the same range. The second method was to hand out the surveys
after giving a brief introduction in Russian. This was necessary at the
first school, as pull-outs of students were disC'Ouraged. This resulted
in a response rate of twenty-nine to forty percent. Repeated efforts to
remind the students to bring the surveys back to the teachers were
made. Usable surveys ranged from fourteen to twenty-seven percent. This
method took up two terms and yielded few responses.

The third method

was a complete failure. This involved mailing introductory letters to
teachers in a PSU exchange program in Russia, along with copies of the
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received. The response rate for groups using the pull-out method was
forty-three out of forty-seven, or ninety-one percent. The response
rate for groups where the surveys were handed out was ten out of
twenty-nine, or thirty-four percent. The overall response rate was
forty-seven out of seventy-six, excluding the mailing, or sixty-two
percent. (See Table I, below).
TABLE I
RESPONSE RATE FOR TARGET POPULATION
# Out

# In

3

15
14
32

3
6
4
13

Pull-out

16

C-Class 1
C-Class 2
C..:Total

Pull-out
Pull-out

Total

Pull-out
Hand-out

Grou:12.

Method

A-Class 1
A-Class 2
A-Class 3
A-Total

Pull-out
Hand-out
Hand-out

B

overall

# Used

% In

% Used

3

100%

9

100%
40%
29%
41%

12

12

75%

75%

18
10
28

18
10
28

16
10
26

100%
100%
100%

9goJ,

100%
93%

47
29

43
10

41
6

91%
34%

87%
21%

76

53

47

7(J'J,

62%

4
2

27'J,

14%
28%

Comparison Group. The method of sampling and administering the
survey to the comparison group was much easier. The professors of the
first-term TESOL methods course were contacted. Completion of the SILL
is a required assignment for this course. The questionnaire and answer
sheet were distributed through the professors, and the surveys were
collected one to two weeks later. The response rate for the two classes
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with twenty-three and thirty-two percent usable responses. For one
class the researcher was able to administer the survey during class
time. This resulted in a response rate of one hundred percent total,
and ninety percent usable responses. overall, the response rate for the
comparison group was fifty-nine out of one hundred and six, or
fifty-six percent. {See Table II, below).

TABLE II
RESPONSE RATES OF COMPARISON GROUP

% In

% Used

9
26
12

23%
100%

23%
90%

55%

32%

29
30

26
21

100%
39%

90%
27%

59

47

56%

44%

# Out

#In

Hand-out
Pull-out
Hand-out

39
29
38

9
29
21

Pull-out
Hand-out

29
77

106

GrOUE

Method

PSUl
PSU2
PSU3
Total
overall

Combined

Grou~.

# Used

The total number of surveys given out was one

hundred eighty-two. Of these, one hundred twelve were returned, and
ninety-four were used. For both the target population and the
comparison group, seventy-six surveys were administered by pull-out,
with ninety-five percent returned and eighty-eight percent used. One
hundred six surveys were handed out to be returned later. Of these,
thirty-eight percent were returned, and twenty-five percent used. Of
the ninety-four surveys used in the study, half were from the target
population and half from the comparison group. There were forty-seven

-39usable surveys from the target group. Usable surveys from the
comparison group were randomly eliminated until the two groups were
equal in number. (See Table III, below).

TABLE III
RESPONSE RATES FOR TARGET POPULATION AND COMPARISON GROUP
Grou£

# out

Target Population
Comparison Group

76
106

53
59

47
47

7CYJ:,
56%

62%
44%

Pull-out
Hand-out

76
106

72
40

67
27

95%
38%

88%
25%

overall

182

112

94

6~

52%

#In

# Used

% In

% Used

ComI?.Qsition
Importance. The study of the composition of these two groups with
regard to factors other than language group is necessary. Investigation
of factors such as gender, age, and education are important because
they show how alike the two groups are. These factors could also affect
the results of this research. The more alike the two groups are except
for language group, the less likely that other factors could skew the
results. Because there were some substantial differences in the
composition of the two groups. Because of this, statistical
measurements were also taken using each of these factors as the
independent variable in order to exanline whether or not they could
affect the results for the analysis of any differences between the two
language groups.

-40Language Groups. The target group of Russian speakers was actually
composed of two language groups. The majority, who listed their primary
language as Russian alone, comprised 64 percent of this group, or 30 of
the 47 respondents. The remaining portion, 17 respondents, or 36
percent, gave their primary language as both Ukrainian and Russian.
Since the principal consideration was the exposure to the Soviet
education system, these two groups were considered to be the target
group of Russian-speaking ESL learners (See p.5). The comparison group
was homogeneously American English-speaking. (See Table IV, below).

TABLE IV
COMPOSITON OF TARGET AND COMPARISON GROUPS, BY LANGUAGE
Language
Grou£

Target Group
N _%

Comparison Group
N
%

Total
N
%

Russian Only
Ukrainian and
Russian

30

64%

0

0%

30

32%

17

36%

0

0%

17

18%

Russian-speaking

47

100%

0

0%

47

50%

American English

0

0%

47

100%

47

50%

Total

47

100%

47

100%

94

100%

Gender. The distribution of gender was not equal in the two
groups, nor was the distribution comparable to that in the general
population. In the general world population, the ratio of females to
males is estimated to be approximately 51 percent female and 49 percent
male (Millett, 1970). For both groups combined, there were 55 women (59
percent) and 39 men (41 percent). The ratio of women to men in the

-41target group was 47 percent women to 53
group, the proportion was 70

percent men. In the canparison

percent women and 30 percent men. (For a

more complete compilation, see Table

v, below). The disparity of these

demographics means that the SILL scores should be analyzed by applying
ANOVA using gender as an independent variable. This analysis is
necessary to rule out any effects of gender on the results.

TABLE V
COMPOSITION OF TARGET AND COMPARISON GROUPS, BY GENDER
Grou12

Women: N

%

Men: N
25

Target Group
% of Total:

22

Comparison Group
% of Total:

33

70%
35%

14

Total Po2ulation

55

59%

39

47%

23%

%

Total: N

%

47

100%
500;{,

30%
15%

47

100%
50%

41%

94

100%

53%
27'J,

Age. The distribution of individual ages was uneven and unwieldy.
For combined groups, the minimum age was 15 years, the maximum 68
years, and the median was 33 years. The mean for the total population
was just over 36 years of age. For the target group, the minimum age
was 15 and the maximum 67. The mean and median were almost identical,
with the mean being nearly 36 and the median age.being 36. For the
comparison group, the minimum age was 21, and the maximum 68, while the
mean and median were just over 35, and 31, respectively. (See Table VI,
p.42)

-42TABLE VI
COMPOSITION OF TARGET AND COMPARISON GROUPS, BY AGE
Minimum

Maximum

Target Group

15

67

35.85

36

Comparison Group

21

68

35.02

31

Total

15

68

36.07

33

Group

Mean

Median

To facilitate use of this variable, ages were put into six
groups. The first age group ranges from 15 to 17 years of age; the
second, from 18 to 24; the third, from 25 to 34; the fourth, 35 to 44;
the fifth group ranged from 45 to 54; and the final group from 55 to 68
years of age. The distribution of this grouping was fairly normal, with
a slight tendency toward higher ages. This distribution pattern
continues in the target group. The comparison group has a slightly
different pattern, with two peaks, one in the 25 to 34 age group, and
the other in the 45 to 54 age group.

(See Table VII, p.43). Because

the distributions are somewhat similar it is not expected that age
differences would seriously affect the analysis of the SILL scores of
the target and comparison groups. Therefore, age was not used as an
independent variable in the ANOVA analysis.
Education

Education level was divided into three categories. The

first of these is secondary education. Secondary education is defined
as high school, or nine to twelve years of education in the

u.s ••

In the former Soviet Union, secondary education is defined as

eight to twelve years. This term also includes technical or vocational
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TABLE VI
COMPOSITION OF GROUPS, BY AGE GROUPS
Grou.12
Target Group
N
% of group
Comparison Group
N
% of group

15-17

18-25

24-34

35-44

45-54

55-68

2

4.3%

8
17.0%

12
25.5%

17
36.2%

5
10.6%

6.4%

0
0%

8
17.0%

20
42.6%

6
12.8%

12
25.5%

1
2.1%

2
2.1%

16
17.0%

32
:3~_.0%_

23
_2_4.5%

17
18.1%

4.3%

3

Total
N
%

4

training. The second category is higher education. This includes study
at the college, university, or professional level for

u.s.

respondents,

and university or institute study for the target group This term
includes the thirteenth through sixteenth years of education. The last
category is graduate study. This encompasses any study past the
sixteenth year of education, or baccalaureate level in the U.S., and
advanced university or institute study in the former Soviet Union.
The two groups had distinctly different patterns in education
level. 55 percent of the target population had a secondary education.
38 percent had some higher education, and 6 percent had a

graduate-level education. The comparison group was comprised of
university undergraduate and graduate students, so there were no
subjects in this group who had only a secondary education. 70 percent
were undergraduate students, and 30

percent were graduate students.

Of all respondents, 28 percent had a secondary education, 54
percent had higher education experience, and 18 percent had a

-44post-graduate education. (See Table VIII, below). Since the two groups
had well-defined differences in this area, it was necessary to analyze
the scores of the respondents, using education as an independent
variable, to discover any evidence that education, not language group,
was the defining factor in any differences deemed to be significant.

TABLE VIII
COMPOSITION OF GROUPS, BY EDUCATION
GrouJ?.

Secondary

Higher Education

Graduate Study

26
55%

38%

0
0%

7Cffc,

14
3Cffc,

51
54%

17
18%

Target Group
N

%

18

3
6%

Comparison Group
N

%

33

Total
N

26

%

28%

Summary. The main reason for investigating the composition of the
target group and the comparison group is to determine Which factors, if
any, may account for significant differences found through ANOVA. In
this sample, age was ruled out as a factor Which would be likely to
change the results of the analysis of differences between the two
language groups. Gender and education level, however, were shown to
have different distributions in the target and comparison groups, and
so, could be possible sources of statistical differences. In the
analysis using ANOVA, these factors will be tested to see if they could
have some bearing on the results.
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Instrmnent
The instrument used in this study was a survey. This survey
included the Strategy Inventory for language Learning (SILL), with
permission of the author, Rebecca OXford, and a questionnaire
containing demographic and open-ended questions. The survey was in
Russian for the target population respondents, with a shortened version
of the SILL and the demographic questionnaire containing questions
about language learning. These questions include reasons for studying a
language, as well as self-reported proficiency canpared to non-native
speakers, and to native speakers. The questionnaire also includes an
open-ended question about perceived differences in language learning
strategies and methodology between the u.s. and former u.s.s.R.
educational systems. The survey given to the canparison group includes
the SILL for English speakers learning another language, and a
questionnaire similar to the questionnaire for the Russian speakers,
except that it also includes questions about teaching. The
Questionnaire part of the survey was adapted from Rebecca Oxford's
background questionnaire for use in conjunction with the SILL
(1991:p282). The Russian-language SILL was provided by Rebecca Oxford
in 1992, in rough form. It was then back-translated and typed by the
researcher. The Russian-language questionnaire was written by the
researcher, based on the questionnaire accompanying the SILL in
Oxford's Language Learning Strategies: What Every Teacher Should Know
(1991).

-46The SILL itself has six sections and an overall score. It
consists of a number of sentences which describe specific activities
related to learning. Some examples from OXford {1991: p.283-8) are:
"When learning a new word I use rhyming to remember it."
"I read for pleasure in the new language."
"I ask other people to correct my pronunciation"
The respondent reads each sentence then ranks the activity on a
five-point scale. This scale ranges from 1 to 5, with 1 signifying that
the statement is "never or almost never true of [the respondent]." to 5
signifying that the statement is "always or almost always true of [the
respondent]." (OXford, 1991:283).
The six sections of the SILL each deal with a specific set of
strategies. The first measures the strategy use or preference for using
strategies related to memory and memorization. The second concerns
strategies which enable the learner to use several or all mental
processes. Oxford categorizes these strategies as cognitive strategies
(OXford, 1991). The third section includes compensation strategies,
which help learners compensate when their knowledge of the language is
incomplete (Oxford,1991). The fourth measures the use and preference
for meta-cognitive strategies, which are involved in organization and
appraisal of the learning process (OXford, 1991). The fifth section
determines the use and preference for affective strategies, which
facilitates better language learning through awareness and management
of emotional factors (Oxford, 1991). The last section deals with social
strategies, which involve others in the learning process (Oxford,
1991).

-47The scores for the above sections are averaged to assess the
particular areas that learners do or do not utilize in their language
learning process. The mean scores are evaluated on the same 1 to 5
scale as the individual items. The overall mean score gives an idea of
the level of strategy use in general. It is also evaluated in terms of
the 1 to 5 scale. Both versions of the SILL used in the study can be
found in Appendix A, along with the questionnaire. The versions given
to the target population can be found in both the English and Russian
versions.

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

Data
The type of data gathered from the questionnaire includes nominal
data (i.e. gender, age, education, etc.) and anecdotal information
(i.e. open-ended questions). The data gathered from the SILL was
ordinal data, derived from the self-reported frequency of use of the
various strategies. The raw scores from the SILL were then averaged to
obtain a mean score for each section and for the overall SILL score.

Statistical Procedures
For nominal data, the main statistical procedures were
tabulations. These included frequency counts and percentages of
individual categories. Cross-tabulation of more than one category was
also done. The results of these procedures gave a picture of the
composition of the sample populations.
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For the score data from the SILL, basic statistics such as mean,
maximum, minimum, and standard deviation were compiled. The comparison

of groups was accomplished by using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). This
is a parametric test which measures the variance within and between
groups, and provides the means for determining statistical significance
of any differences between groups. The ANOVA was used primarily to look
at the two language groups, but the co-variable groups of gender, age,
and education level were also compared using ANOVA, to see whether or
not these factors were significant, and whether or not they might
affect the language group comparisons.
Because of the discrepancy in the number of test items on the two
versions of the SILL, mean scores were used in the comparison. The
Russian version raw scores were adjusted by multiplying the mean by the
number of items on the English version. The ANOVA results using the
adjusted data yielded the same result as the mean scores. Another
adjustment to the raw scores was the integration of yes/no answers to
the five-point scale. Ten out of the forty-seven Russian-speaking
respondents gave yes or no answers to the SILL items. To minimize the
skewedness of these responses, a "yes" answer was given four points,
and a "no" answer was given two. Only one of the surveys adjusted in
this way came up in the statistics as a consistent outlier, and the
total number of outliers was fairly evenly distributed between the
adjusted surveys and the ones originally scored on the five-point
scale.
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overview
In addition to composition and the statistical evaluation of the
SILL scores, anecdotal evidence concerning differences in strategy use
and preference was collected. The primary sources were the open-ended
questions given to both groups on the survey accanpanying the SILL
concerning perceived differences. While these sources do not provide
"hard" data which can be analyzed statistically, they can provide
insight into the mismatches between the two groups and whether or not
they are perceived in a negative or positive way. Attitudes and beliefs
concerning differences in language learning strategy use and preference
can affect or explain resistance to or acceptance of teaching methods
on the part of learners, or the ways in which teachers respond to
differences.

Target Group
The questions asked to elicit anecdotal infonnation varied
according to the group. For the target group, the question was phrased
as follows:
What, in your opinion, are the differences between the study
of foreign languages in your country and in America? These
differences could be either positive or negative to you, or
perhaps you don't find any differences.
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0f the participants in the target group, 39 out of 47, or 83%,

chose

to answer the open question. Of these, six saw the methods in the
former u.s.s.R. as being clearly better than those used in the u.s ••
Fourteen thought that the methods in the u.s. were definitely better.
The respondents who thought that the methods in their native
country were better gave several reasons. Three said that it was better
because the instruction was given in Russian. Others said that the
explanations were clear and that instruction and learning centered on
knowledge of the language. Some respondents' answers were positive
towards the methods in the U.S. but included some negative aspects. The
inclusion in the same class of learners from diverse educational
backgrounds, abilities and ages was a problem for several learners, and
the focus on compensation strategies instead of relying on the first
language are some examples. Others had difficulty understanding the
teacher, or thought that more emphasis on correct pronunciation was
needed. overall, however, it seems that most negative comments about
the differences in u.s. methods centered on issues related to the use
of the second language, instead of the first language, as the teaching
medium in American ESL classrooms.
Positive aspects of American ESL methods appeared to center on the
focus on use of the language. The most frequent camnent was that the
methods were more practical and in-depth. Related comments were that
more opportunities for practice were available, and the focus on use
made it possible to actually use English much quicker than methods in
the u.s.s.R. Another frequent conunent was that the standards in the
u.s. were much higher than in the u.s.s.R •• Respondents cited
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superficial learning, focus on grammar and reading instead of actually
using the language, and little opportunity for contact and practice as
examples of the low standards in the former u.s.s.R •• One respondent
stated that he had studied German for six years, but could not speak or
write in the language. Other examples were low interest in both
languages and learning on the pa.rt of both learners and teachers, and
perceived acceptability of cheating on tests. Several respondents
remarked that it was easier to learn English in the u.s., because
living in the u.s. made it more necessary to use the language in daily
life.
overall, the respondents favored the methods in their U.S. ESL
classes over foreign language classes in the former u.s.s.R •• A ntnnber
of respondents simply stated that the methods were positive. Some saw
little or no differences. Still others responded that they had no
experience with foreign language in their native country.

Comparison Group
The response rate and answers were quite different for the
canparison group. One reason is that many had little or no teaching
experience. Others that had teaching experience had little or no
contact with Russian-speaking learners. The question given to the
comparison group was as follows:
What are some of the differences,· positive, negative, or
neutral, that you have noticed in the language learning
styles or strategies of your students? Please note the
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language group and whether you perceive the difference(s) to
be positive, negative, or neutral.
Of the respondents in this group, 21 out of 47, roughly 45%, answered
the question. Only two of these related directly to Russian-speaking
learners. The comments included references to a casual approach to
learning and emphasis on social strategy use within the Russianspeaking group. Also mentioned was the observation that learners in
this group tended not to read or use English in class.

CONCLUSION

The goal of this research is to examine whether or not a
significant difference is present in the preferences and use of
language learning strategies, between Russian-speaking ESL students and
American ESL teachers. The independent variable was the language group
of the respondents. The co-variables were gender, age and level of
education. The dependent variables were the scores on the SILL and its
various sections. This was an exploratory study, investigating the
differences, if any, that exist between the two groups. As such, no
treatment factors were involved.
overall, the procedure for the gathering of information was fairly
simple. The subjects in both the target and canparison groups were
taken from academic programs. The department. heads, teachers, and
professors were contacted and permission given to administer the
survey. The survey, consisting of a background questionnaire and the

-53Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL) was then administered
to the subjects, during class time, or by handing out the survey, which
the subjects then returned to their respective teacher or professor.
These two methods produced very different response rates, with the
in-class responses being very high, and the hand-out responses being
fairly low. A third method of distribution, by mail, produced no
response at all.
The data received, from both the background questionnaire and the
SILL,. were analyzed using several statistical procedures. Each
procedure was appropriate to the types and roles of the assorted data.
Frequency and percents of the independent variables and co-variables,
or tabulations, were done. The SIIL scores were tabulated and subjected
to Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests according to groupings of the
independent variables and co-variables. The results of the statistical
procedures can be found in the following chapter.

CHAPrER

IV

RESULTS

INTROIUCTION

Significant Differences
Using the methods described in the previous chapters, results were
obtained which provide some answers to the research questions posed at
the beginning of this research. The first question to be answered was
"Is there a significant difference between the learning strategies of
ESL teachers in the U.S. and those of Russian-speaking learners in ESL
programs in the U.S.?". The answer to this question lies in the testing
of the underlying hypothesis and corresponding null hypothesis. The
hypothesis is that there will be significant differences between the
target group of Russian-speaking learners and the comparison group of
ESL teachers and prospective ESL teachers, with regard to the scores on
one or more parts of the SILL. Significant differences in strategy use
indicate trends. Trends in strategy use reflect the expectations as
well as the practices of the two groups, in relation to each other. The
null hypothesis is, conversely, that there will be no significant
differences. These hypotheses were tested using ANOVA (Analysis of
Variance) to compare the scores of the two groups.

-55For any two groups, or even within a single group, there are bound
to be differences, i.e. variation. ANOVA tests whether or not the
differences between groups exceed the differences within groups.
Significance lies in the probability of the resulting margin of
difference. That is, what is the likelihood that the differences are
due to chance or random factors? The lower the probability, the more
significant the difference (Hatch and lazarton, 1991).

Strategy Profile
The second research question was "What is the strategy profile of
Russian-speaking refugee ESL learners?". A profile is like a map,
showing tendencies toward certain characteristics of a group. In this
case, the sample size is relatively small, and taken from a specific
local area, and a small segment of the Russian-speaking population.
Some definite tendencies did show up in this investigatory research.
These tendencies could form the basis for loose guidelines for ESL
professionals dealing with this population. But, because of the narrow
slice that constituted the sample, these results can not be taken as
generalizations, or as the basis for forming stereotypes for all
Russian-speaking ESL learners.

Validity of Explicit Teaching
The final question examined in this research was "Does the
evidence show that there is a valid reason for explicitly teaching
language learning strategies?". It must be mentioned that this is an
ambiguous question. If there is any difference at all, that is evidence
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tha t strategies may be taught to improve the learning process and fill
in gaps in knowledge about strategies. The nature of these differences
determines the scope of the explicit teaching of strategies that is
desirable.
If the differences are stronger among individuals than among
groups, then explicit teaching may be advisable in all language
instruction for all people. This would have to cover a broad range of
strategies and explanations, perhaps too broad for the curriculum of
most language teaching. However, if it could be determined that
different groups exhibit certain tendencies in strategy use and
preference, specific strategies could be used in the classroom to
support the strategy profile of the learners. Explicit teaching of
strategies that are unfamiliar or avoided could be helpful in improving
language learning skills. It could also help learners and teachers
develop an understanding of each other's strategy use. Only if there
are no clear differences at all would the explicit teaching of
strategies be shown to have no validity whatsoever.

RESULTS

Composition
The composition of the target and comparison groups and combined
groups were discussed in the previous chapter. It is important to look
at the composition of the samples to determine whether or not any
statistically significant results of the two groups could be accounted
for by factors such gender, age, or education. The biggest disparity

-57between the two groups was in gender composition. For this reason, all
statistically significant results of the comparison between language
groups were re-analyzed according to gender. The differences in the age
groups were not as great, so it was not necessary to repeat the tests
for this factor. A disparity in the educational composition warranted
an analysis of the results, using education level as an independent
variable.

Basic Statistics
The preliminary statistical analysis consisted of determining the
mean, and calculating the standard deviation of the data. The data
consisted of mean scores from the different parts of the SILL and the
overall SILL score. The primary independent variable was language
group. The covariables were

gender group

and education group. The

basic statistics for language groups, gender groups, and educational
groups can be found in Tables IX,

x,

and XI, on pages 58 and 59.

ANOVA
ANOVA is a statistical test for comparing groups. It compares the
sum of squares within and between groups and the sum of squares for all
scores with the mean of squares for these three groups to determine the
amount of variability between groups. This variability is expressed in
the F-ratio. This can then be compared to the level at which the
probability of the result is .05 or lower or .01 or lower to
determine the significance of the results. The lower the probability
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TABLE IX
BASIC STATISTICS, BY LANGUAGE GROUPS
SILL*

Part A Part B Part C Part D Part E Part F

Overall

Group
Target
Mean
s.d.

3.213
0.587

3.376
0.542

3.681
0.773

3.981
0.573

3.100
0.750

3.940
0.710

Comparison
3.024
3.597
3.691
3.412
2.866
3.605
Mean
s.d.
0.489
0.480
0.490
0.547
0.549
0.496
Total
Mean
3.119
3.487
3.686
3.697
2.983
3.773
Part A= Memory
Part D= Metacognitive
*
Part B= Cognitive
Part E= Affective
Part C= Compensation
Part F= Social Strategies
Overall= Overall use of strategies

3.556
0.489
3.399
0.369
3.478

TABLE X
BASIC STATISTICS, BY GENDER
Part A Part B Part C Part D Part E Part F

SILL*

Overall

Group
Female
Mean
s.d.

3.688
0.570

3.482
0.399

3.039
3.398
3.854
3.731
3.184
3.940
Mean
s.d.
0.612
0.581
0.779
0.645
0.750
0.710
Part A= Memory
Part D= Metacognitive
Part B= Cognitive
Part E= Affective
Part C= Compensation
Part F= Social Strategies
overall= Overall use of strategies

3.471
0.492

3.175
0.492

3.550
0.469

3.758
0.523

3.672
0.618

2.934
0.669

Male

*
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BASIC STATISTICS, BY EIUCATION
Part A Part B Part

SILL*

c

Part D Part E Part F overall

Group
Secondary
Mean
s.d.

3.299
0.576

3.257
0.520

3.686
0.863

3.991
0.603

3.551
0.827

3.391
0.737

3.562
0.540

Higher Education
3.015
Mean
s.d.
0.544

3.528
0.493

3.636
0.571

3.641
0.551

2.851
0.588

3.814
0.826

3.432
0.396

Graduate Study
3.153
3. 716
3.838
Mean
3.411
2.812
3.801
s.d.
0.439
0.449
0.502
0.726
0.563
0.689
Part D= Metacognitive
Part A= Memory
*
Part B= Cognitive
Part E= Affective
Part C= Compensation
Part F= Social Strategies
overall= overall use of strategies

3.486
0.386

that the results could have occurred by chance or as a result of random
factors, the more significant the results. Hatch and Lazarton (1991)
give a complete description of ANOVA, along with a step-by-step
explanation of the procedure.
This procedure was chosen because it is more precise than other
tests, such as matched t-tests, which only measure the variation
between matched groups. Because the goal of this research was to
determine if the variation retween groups was significantly higher than
the variation within the groups, ANOVA was more appropriate. Another
reason that ANOVA was more appropriate was the inquiry into whether or
not other factors could have caused the variance. Since the divisions
by these other factors created uneven groups, the matched t-test was

-60deemed inappropriate for the purpose of ruling out these factors as
responsible for any significant variation.

Results
overview. The degrees of freedom (df) for the three variables
considered in this study was 93. The levels of significance for
ninety-three degrees of freedom are 3.94 or above for a probability
factor of .05 or less, 6.90 or more for a probability factor of .01 or
less. During the course of analysis, statistically significant results
were obtained for the sections relating to cognitive strategies (Part
B), metacognitive strategies (Part D), affective strategies (Part E),
and social strategies (Part F). No statistically significant results
were obtained for the sections pertaining to memory strategies (Part
A), compensation strategies (Part C), or for overall strategy use.
Because the gender distribution is different in the two groups, it
is Possible that gender could be a factor in the significance of the
results between language groups. Women had higher mean scores on all
sections related to direct strategies- memory, cognitive, and
compensation strategies. Men had higher scores for the indirect
strategies- metacognitive, affective, and social strategies. Women also
had slightly higher scores for overall strategy use, although this
difference is barely perceptible. The two groups also had large
differences in education level. Therefore, analysis of education level
to rule out the possibility that these differences skewed the results
for the analysis of language groups. A summary of the ANOVA results for
all three variables can be found in Figure 3 and Table XII, on page 61.
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SILL+

Part A Part B Part C Part D Part E Part F overall

La.nm!fille
Russian
English

**

*

*

Gender
Women
Men

**

**

Education
Secondan:,
*
*
Higher Ed
Graduate
*
Part
A=
Memory
Part D= Metacognitive
+
Part B= Cognitive
Part E= Affective
Part C= Compensation
Part F= Social Strategies
overall= overall use of strategies
Figure 3. SUmmary of statistically significant results, where
* = .05 probability; ** = .01 probability.

TABLE XII
ANOVA RESULTS

df=93; Probability: .05 = 3.94*
SILL+

Part A Part B Part c

.01 = 6.90**

Part D Part E Part F overall

Language
F-ratio

2.862

4.380*

0.006

24.223**

4.005*

8.136**

3.075

Gender
F-ratio

1.406

1.949

1.679

0.196

2.034

4.226*

0.016

Education
4.915*
6.646* 0.059
F-ratio
3.455 4.687* 0.819
Part D= Metacognitive
Part A= Memory
+
Part E= Affective
Part B= Cognitive
Part F= Social Strategies
Part C= Compensation
overall= overall use of strategies

0.967
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concerning cognitive strategies, or the manipulation of language in the
learning process, the comparison group had a higher mean score (target
group, 3.376; comparison group, 3.597). This difference was
shown to be statistically significant (.05). The ANOVA results showed
that the English-speaking group was more likely to use cognitive
strategies than the Russian-speaking target group (f=4.380; p=3.94).
Analysis of gender as a possible factor in the results for this
section showed that women scored higher than men (women, 3.550; men,
3.398). However, this result was not statistically significant
(f=l.949; p=3.94).
In examining possible effects of education level on the use of
cognitive strategies, it was shown that the subjects who had a graduate
education scored higher than those with college-level or secondary
education (graduate, 3.716; higher education, 3.528; secondary, 3.257).
This difference was significant (.05) when tested (f=4.687; p=3.94).
This result appears to be consistent with the results for language
groups, as the graduate and higher education groups had higher
proportions of comparison group members. All of the secondary education
group respondents were from the target group. The comparison group had
significantly higher scores. The two education groups with higher
proportions of comparison group members than target group members had
significantly higher scores. Because of this overlap, there is reason
to assume that the education group results are a function of the
language group results.
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dealing with metacognitive strategies, or the organization of the
learning process, showed a higher mean score for the target group
(target group, 3.981;comparison group, 3.412). This is a prominent area
of significant (.01) variation between the two groups (f=24.223;
p=6.90). This result was by far the greatest gap in strategy use found
in this study.
Women scored lower on this section (women, 3.672; men, 3.731).
This difference was not very large, and definitely not statistically
significant (f=0.196; p=3.94).
For this section, the rank of mean scores of education groups was
inverse to the level of education; the highest mean score was secondary
education, the next, college level, and the third, graduate level
(secondary, 3.991; higher ed., 3.641; graduate, 3.411). While there did
appear to be a significant variation (.05), it was not nearly as great,
or as significant as the results for language groups (f=4.915; p=3.94).
The significance of the difference between language groups was much
greater. In this instance there are two factors which point to the
differences between education groups as a function of the differences
between language groups. The first indicator is that the rank of the
mean scores for this section roughly matches the proportions of the
education levels in the target group, which had the higher mean score
on this section. The second is that the significance of education is
minimal compared to the significance of differences between the target
and comparison groups. The lack of contradictory information in this
instance leads to a likely conclusion that the education factor is
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instance leads to a likely conclusion that the education factor is
mimicking the greater trend.
Affective strategies. The target group also showed a higher mean
score for using affective strategies, or strategies relating to
emotional factors affecting the language learning process (Target
group, 3.100; comparison group, 2.866). This result was found to be
significant (.05) by a small margin (f= 4.005; p=3.95).
Although men scored higher than women (men, 2.934; women, 3.184),
ANOVA showed that gender was not a significant factor (f=2.034;
p=3.94).
With regard to education level, however, the results followed the
same pattern as the results for the section relating to cognitive
strategies, except that the highest mean scores were for the secondary
group, followed by the higher education group, and then the graduate
group (secondary, 3.551; higher ed, 2.851; graduate, 2.812). That is,
the significance for education level (.05) is greater than that
obtained for language groups (f= 6.646; p=3.94). This could be a result
of the high proportion of secondary-educated subjects in the target
group. At any rate, no overt contradiction is apparent.
Social strategies. Analysis of the section of the SILL relating to
social strategies, or interaction with others in the learning process,
showed that the target group scores were also higher than the scores
from the comparison group (target group, 3.940; comparison group,
3.605). This result was the second most significant (.01) of the study
(f=8.136; p=6.90). The implication is that the Russian-speakers were
much more likely to use strategies pertaining to the use of and
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preference for strategies connecting to learning in groups or with
others.
Men scored higher on this section (men, 3.940, women, 3.688). This
difference was a significant (.05). Although this significance was not
as great as that for language differences (f= 4.266, p= 3.94)., the
possibility of gender being more important than language on these
strategies arises. The gender ratio in the target group was twenty-five
males to twenty-two women. The higher ratio of men to women in the
target group could be the reason that the target group scored higher on
this section. However, the opposite could be true. The higher scores of
the men's group could be due to the higher scores of the target group.
Since there is a much larger proportion of men in this group, the
significance could be a carry-over from the target group scores. This
seems more likely, given the difference in the levels of significance.
For this section, only a minimal difference in mean scores was
found for education groups (higher ed, 3.814; graduate, 3.801;
secondary, 3.391). This result was definitely not significant
statistically (f= 0.059; p= 3.94).
Summary. The results of the analysis of the data show several
trends. The mean scores on the individual sections were higher for the
target group on four sections- memory, metacognitive, affective, and
social strategies. The higher scores for the metacognitive and social
strategy sections were significant at a .01 level of probability, with
a very high margin for metacognitive strategies. The higher scores for
the affective strategy section were significant at the .05 level. The
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not significant. The comparison group had higher mean scores for two
sections- cognitive and compensation strategies. The difference in mean

scores for cognitive strategies was significant at the .05 level. The
scores for the compensation strategies were not significant.

CONCLUSION

Significant differences were found with respect to the scores for
several portions of the SILL. This outcome leads to a rejection of the
null hypothesis stated earlier. Four areas showed significant
differences. The significance of the higher mean scores for the target
group on the metacognitive and affective strategies portions, and for
the comparison group on the cognitive strategies portions of the SILL
remains solid, even after other factors are taken into consideration.
These results seem to indicate that the explicit teaching of
language learning strategies could be useful for Russian-speaking ESL
learners in the area of cognitive strategies. The main importance of
these results is that significant differences can occur between
language groups. The implication of this is that the issue of explicit
teaching of language learning strategies should be explored further,
with regard to specific language groups encountered in ESL teaching.
ESL teachers or future ESL teachers should receive training in
identification and use of strategies in all areas to make them
effective in cases where explicit teaching is advisable. Further
discussion of these issues can be found in the following chapter.

CHAPI'ER V

DISCUSSION

INTROIX.JCTION

The research hypothesis for this study was that statistically
significant differences would be found with respect to the language
learning strategies of Russian-speaking learners and ESL teachers in
the U.S •• The preference for and use of language learning strategies
was tested using the Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL)
developed by Rebecca OXford (1991). Statistically significant results
were obtained through ANOVA in four sections, regarding cognitive
strategies, metacognitive strategies, affective strategies, and social
strategies. In addition to the statistical evidence, anecdotal evidence
was collected that showed that differences were observed by the
learners and by teachers who came into contact with them. This evidence
also showed that differing expectations caused stress in the classroom.
In this chapter, the research questions posed at the beginning of the
study will be examined in the light of these results. The limitations
of the study will be considered. Implications for the teaching of ESL
or other fields of work with persons of other cultures, and for further
research in this area will also be discussed.
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DISCUSSION OF SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS

Cognitive Strategies
Cognitive strategies are direct strategies which involve using
and integrating several mental processes and developing independent
thinking and analytical skills in the language learning process. The
result for this section was that the comparison group of teachers and
potential teachers scored significantly higher than the target group
of learners.
Looking back at the discussion of differences between Soviet and
American educational systems, it is not surprising that cognitive
strategies were not preferred or used as much by the learners as the
teacher group. Soviet methods were focused on the transmission of
knowledge from teacher to learner. Cognitive strategies involving
thinking about, processing and using the second language were not
priorities in elementary or secondary level language learning.
Knowledge about the language was more important than active
conununication. Language teaching and learning appears to have been
more academic than practical, perhaps because there were limited
opportunities for practical use of foreign languages. It should be
noted, however, that immersion programs were used in some specialized
secondary schools and in some higher education programs and
institutes. But for most Soviets, the experience of language learning
was not geared towards actual use. A second factor which may account
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for this result is the use of the first language as the medium of
instruction for foreign languages.

Both of these differences between the two systems were remarked
upon by the learners in this study. Specifically, mention was made of
the emphasis on use in U.S. ESL classes, and the focus in the Soviet
system on learning about a language instead of being able to
communicate in it. Some learners said that they felt that U.S.
teachers were not clear enough in their instruction about the
language, or that they were not actually teaching, but making the
learners do the work meant for teachers. Numerous learners complained
that all the instruction was in English instead of Russian. These
responses indicate an uncomfortableness with cognitive strategies,
'
j

I

many of which are based on thinking about and using the additional
language in as many ways as possible.

-I

The importance of the difference in use of cognitive strategies
is that it highlights cultural differences in the way thqt language
learning is perceived. In Soviet culture, it is seen as an academic
subject and a transfer of knowledge. In the

u.s.,

language learning is

seen as a dynamic process leading to ability to communicate and
understand the language. This mismatch and the resulting discomfort in
this area reported by learners show that explicit instruction and
discussion of learning as a process are advisable. Explanation and
cultivation of specific cognitive strategies, as well as negotiation
and opportunities for feedback on the part of learners, may make the
language learning process more meaningful and therefore more effective
for this group of learners.

Ii
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Metacognitive Strategies
Metacognitive strategies are indirect language learning
strategies which involve the organization and monitoring of the
learning process. The difference between the two groups was the most
well-defined result of the study. The target group had a
significantly higher score on this section by a large margin.
Again, the differences between the two cultures, shown by
differences in education, lead to an explanation of the mismatch of
strategy use in this area. Values in the Soviet culture emphasize
self-discipline and developing good work habits. Educational methods
incorporate these values. The teacher imparts knowledge to the
learners. For the most part, it is up to the learners to manage their
learning beyond that point. Grading is based on comprehensive exams,
and the learner has the responsibility to prepare and to monitor
progress. In the

u,s~,

the teacher is a guide, and leads learners

through the steps involved in the procedure of learning, through
practice, breaking down learning tasks, and incremental grading based
on homework, attendance, and other factors, as well as exams. The
educational process is managed and monitored by the system, not by the
individual.
Teachers surveyed in the study noted that their Russian-speaking
learners were casual about learning in the classroom with U.S.
methods. Wiggins (1994) reported that ·1earners in this group tended to
see U.S. methods as encouraging play, rather than work, and appeared
to teachers not to take classes seriously. The learners in this study
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in-depth, showing learners how to improve their skills and use the
language. Some did mention, like those in Wiggins' study, that
learning was not as serious as in their native country. This attitude
was also found in the researcher's teaching experience, where learners
sometimes were resistant to the in-class exercises and practice.
The differences in this case are important because they show that
variation does not necessarily indicate a deficit on the part of
learners. In this instance, the learners showed a strength in this
area. They had a strong awareness of metacognitive strategies and were
more likely to use them. In the classroom, this factor can be utilized
to help learners from cultures other than the two involved in this
study to develop their metacognitive strategy use. Explicit teaching
of strategies can foster more awareness of strategy use. Discussion
and encouragement could be helpful in negotiation of classroom
strategy use. In addition, an integrated teaching approach building on
the existing strengths, such as organization of learning tasks,
setting goals, and self-monitoring, to explore and encourage the use
of other strategies may be helpful to both learners and teachers. For
a more detailed explanation of the teaching of strategies, see Oxford
(1990).

Affective Strategies
Affective strategies are indirect strategies that help the
learner to be aware of emotional factors, such as attitudes, stress,
and level of confidence. These strategies also enable the learner to
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a significantly higher score for these strategies than members of the

comparison group.
As with metacognitive strategies, affective strategies are
compatible with the Soviet values of self-discipline and self-control
and with the emigre experience. They also fit with the values of
collectivity and being a good citizen. If a person is aware of their
affective state and is able to manage that state, then they are more
likely to fit into a collective culture. The educational goal of
integrating all aspects of life, work and education also fosters
effective use of this set of strategies. The demands of living under a
repressive system and being an iimnigrant in a vastly different culture
might also tend to foster the same traits.

On

the other hand, the

American values of individuality and innovation may tend to make
Americans less aware of how their affective state affects the learning
process. While these strategies were not specifically mentioned in the
responses to the open question on the survey, some discomfort and some
excitement at engaging new ways of learning are evident.
Affective strategies are important to the language learning
process because discomfort, anxiety, and self-confidence can help or
hinder the learner. Even though these learners had a strong preference
for using these strategies, they may not be aware of the ways in which
they are helpful. An awareness of strategies may make their use more
effective. Discussion of the ways that emotional factors affect
learning and individuals is in itself one of the affective strategies.
There is also the question of transferability. Learners may know how
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loss in the very different classroom envirorunent of the

u.s ••

Emotional factors are also more overwhelming, as these learners are
not just experiencing different educational practices, but changes in
every aspect of their lives. Explicit discussion and implementation of
affective strategies may, therefore, be helpful not only in adapting
to a new classroom environment, but in other areas of change as well.
Awareness of intercultural differences and options can lead to better
understanding and easier adaptation (See Albert, 1983).

Social Strategies
Social strategies are concerned with engaging other people in the
learning process. The SILL scores of the target group showed a
preference for this type of learning strategy. These strategies are
important to the language learning process because of opportunities
for practice, cooperation, correction, clarification, problem-solving,
and help.
Given the previously mentioned value of collectivity and the
values of collaboration, cooperation and group membership mentioned in
the review of the literature, it is not inconceivable that learners
from the former Soviet Union should have a preference for using social
strategies. In the

u.s.,

with a cultural emphasis on individualism,

these learners often find conflict in ESL classrooms. What may appear
to be a social strategy to the learner seems to the U.S. ESL teacher
to be cheating. Americans have a strong tendency against collaboration
in the classroom, except for activities designated as group projects.
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use of Russian in the classroom instead of English and exclusion of
learners from other groups. Sometimes unruliness or ignoring teachers
in the classroom might be due to notions of in-group and out-group,
with non-Russian-speakers constituting the out-group (Wiggins, 1994).
All of the above activities have been noted in teacher survey
responses. Examples can also be found in Wiggins' 1994 study, and in
the researcher's experience in the classroom. The learners' responses
to the survey question showed strong group ties and a desire for
exclusion of outsiders from ESL classrooms, i.e. segregation of
language groups and learners with differing abilities. Several
learners also said that cheating was widespread. Others said that they
were not able to work together as much as they liked, or to use their
first language to talk with each other and help each other out.
The results in this area are very important, because it seems
that most of the negative perceptions of both learners and teachers
seem rooted in the conflicts raised by differing ideas of group and
the individual. It also appears that this group of learners has
difficulty transferring the social strategies from a Russian language
environment to an English language environment. Explicit teaching and
discussion could increase understanding, help learners transfer the
strategies to the

u.s.

ESL classroom, and lessen stress and anxiety

caused by cultural misunderstandings. ·It is definitely an issue that
teachers need to know about, and that needs to be discussed in the
classroom.
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Summary
The first of the research questions posed was "Is there a
significant difference between the learning strategies of ESL teachers
in the

u.s.

and those of Russian-Speaking learners in ESL programs in

the U.S.?". In this case, the answer to this question is yes. It has
been shown that significant differences were found for four sections
of the SILL. These differences reflect differences in expectations and
classroom behaviors of both teachers and learners.
The second research question was "What is the strategy profile of
Russian-speaking refugees ESL learners. The profile in this study
showed a strong preference for metacognitive, affective, and social
strategies. It also showed that cognitive strategies were not
preferred or used often. The anecdotal evidence from both the target
group and the control group reflect the results of the SILL.
The last research question explored in this study was "Does the
available evidence show that there is a valid reason for explicitly
teaching language learning strategies?". The answer to this question,
in reference to the data from this study, is also yes. The differences
between the two groups, as seen by individual responses, SILL results,
and the literature, can lead to conflict between the two groups in the
classroom. Many of the specific conflicts can be traced to cultural
differences which form the bases for the trends in strategy use and
preferences measured by the SILL. Explicit teaching about the nature
of language learning strategies and their use can expand awareness
about one's own preferences and patterns, as well as the preferences
and patterns of others. It can also, through discussion and
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explanation, lay the groundwork for negotiation processes and conflict
resolution in the classroom.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Data Collection
Limitations of this study included procedures in gathering data,
procedures in analyzing data, and limited scope. With respect to
gathering data, the main considerations were time, method, and
cooperation. The first time delays were due to obtaining translations
of the SIIJ.i and the accompanying survey. The Russian version of the
SILL was provided by Rebecca OXford, in the form of a handwritten
draft. This draft had to be typed by the researcher, who had very
little experience in typing in Russian. This final draft was checked
and re-checked by a professor who teaches at Portland State
University. The questionnaire presented problems. The first translator
produced a highly inaccurate and useless version. The work had to be
completely redone, at the researcher's expense, causing further delay
in the administration of the surveys.
The collection process took much longer than expected because of
the methods available in administering the survey and because of
resulting response rates. The first method tried was to hand out the
surveys, then to collect them after they were returned by the
respondents. The problem with this method was that most respondents
did not return them. This problem was discussed in Chapter III.
Improved access to learners was finally granted at the second and
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at the first school. Improved access meant that the researcher was
allowed to administer the survey during class time. Another reason
that the collection of data took so long was that most data from the
comparison group was collected during the second part of the TESOL
methods course at Portland State University, which is only taught two
out of three terms during the school year.
Some of the limitations due to cooperation concerned problems
with procedure, while others were due to cultural factors. Some of the
respondents collaborated in their responses to the survey. Since overt
examples of copying answers were few, the researcher was not overly
concerned. From the discussion overheard by the researcher, most of
the collaboration was geared towards trying to figure out what was
meant by the items relating to unfamiliar strategies and did not
affect results. Another cooperation factor was that some respondents
simply did not understand the ranking system of the SILL, and instead
wrote 'yes' or 'no' (in Russian, of course) as responses. This was
mitigated by assigning the values of 4 for a 'yes' answer and 2 for a
'no' answer. These values are not extreme and should not have affected
the statistical results in a significant way.

Data Analysis
Limitations due to procedures in ·data analysis included both
translation and applications of statistical methods. All translation
of responses was done by the researcher. Since the responses were
handwritten, it was sometimes difficult to figure out the Russian.
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researcher believes that the translations for the responses used in
the study were accurate.
The statistical analysis of the data was more problematic, as the
researcher had little background in statistical procedures. A tutor
was consulted to enable the researcher to be able to understand the
procedures and to be able to work them out by hand before the canputer
analysis was done. If there had been time, and the researcher had had
more experience and expertise, more statistical procedures might have
been included in the analysis.

Scope
The scope of this study was a major limitation. Respondents were
residents of the Portland-Vancouver metropolitan area who were
attending one of four schools. This meant that the group in the study
may be less representative of the target and comparison groups than
subjects in a study that had a broader geographical scope. The number
of subjects was also a limitation. If the sample had been larger, then
the results might have been more representative. With the size of the
study and the narrow range of background of respondents in mind, the
results of this study are still helpful, especially to those dealing
with this specific group of learners.
The scope of the survey was also· a limitation. In retrospect, it
is probable that the researcher would have included more open-ended
questions on strategies, expectations, and perceptions on the
questionnaire accompanying the SILL. These questions could have
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interpretation of the results in the light of cultural differences.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ESL

Cultural patterns of variations are important in teaching and
learning language because they can lead to C'Onflict, ineffective
implementation of teaching methods, and other problems for both
teachers and learners, inside and outside of the classroom. Resolution
and prevention of these problems can be accomplished. First, there is
a need for awareness and anticipation of diversity. Teachers cannot
expect that their ESL learners will have the same educational
background that they have. This background includes amount of
education, content, method, and goals of education. It is not
advisable to assume that an ESL learner will necessarily understand
implicit instructions and procedures such as taking an exam, writing a
composition, or even taking a survey. The fact that there will be
differences between teachers and learners and among learners with
different cultural backgrounds needs to be taken as a given.
Assessment of cultural profiles of style and strategy preferences
and use comes next. A cultural profile of language learning strategies
will help ESL teachers to organize and create more productive
curricula, materials, and tests, as well as provide ways to teach more
effective strategy use in the classroom. Constructing such a profile
can be done using the SILL and/or other measurements of style and
strategy preferences. The instrument should be given in the first
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language, if possible, of the learners. An investigation of learners'
profiles should also include verbal or written responses to questions
about preferences, experiences, and expectations. Since most ESL
programs have speakers of most of their learners' known languages to
process and assist in academic evaluations, these persons could also
assist in administering the profiles. Ongoing assessment can be done
in the classroom, informally, as part of the process of reconciliation
and negotiation.
Finally, differences which are not necessarily problematic can be
negotiated so that both teachers and learners feel comfortable and the
learning process can be more effective. Differences which could cause
problems need to be reconciled. Both of these can be done through
explicitly teaching and discussing variation, negotiation, adjusting
curriculum, and creation of a classroom culture. Explaining assignment
procedures and testing methods in a step-by-step process, and perhaps
having run-throughs could also be helpful. The expectation of
differences, methods of assessing differences, and methods of dealing
effectively with differences should be covered in ESL teacher training
programs. Since the complexity of learning tasks generally increases
with proficiency in the target language, the second language could be
used for discussion, negotiation, and instruction of strategies at an
appropriate level.
One example of dealing with difference with the group of learners
sampled in this study is to explore possible ways of coping with the
differences in use and preferences of social strategies. Negotiation
on this area can help if the two groups, as well as other groups in

•
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the classroom, try to work out what is really important. Discussion of
differences in expectations and processes can lead to negotiations.

Perhaps American teachers can ease up on collaboration on assignments,
if it is done in English and is not exclusive to Russian speakers, and
independent work is done on tests and exams. In one class that the
researcher taught, this was done, and other culture groups were helped
by collaboration and help from the Russian speakers in the class. A
drawback, however, was that Russian letters and spelling errors began
appearing on papers and quizzes from learners in other language
groups.
Awareness of cultural differences is also important to
professionals in other fields, who must deal with people from
different backgrounds. Many of the methods of reconciliation and
negotiation discussed with respect to ESL professionals can be adapted
to other contexts as well. Anyone working with persons fran different
cultures needs to be aware of the problems of intercultural
communication, and ways of communicating effectively across cultures.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH

There is a definite need for more research on this specific
issue. Research could be done in the area of strategy and style
assimilation over time. Experimental ·research on possibilities and
effectiveness of various ways of reconciliation would certainly be of
use for teachers in designing curricula and planning for classroom
management. Perhaps one of the most needed types of research on this
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issue is developing profiles of different groups. While not all
members of a cultural group would be identical in their preferred
styles and strategies, trends that are significant, and common traits
should be noted. This could be accomplished through mass surveys
across cultures, which could be analyzed to find correlation between
learning orientations and culture. More detailed studies could be done
on specific groups, using ethnography, research on educational systems
in other cultures, surveys, and observations. An example of such
research is Frechette's (1987) investigation of Saudi culture.
Testing issues relating to this topic are also a possible area for
further research. Of course, there is always room for replication of
previous studies, to check the validity and reliability of research
methods, and to expand existing research, into other cultures or
educational settings, for example.
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1. Code:...

Background Questionnaire
2. Date._ __ 3. Age._ _ __ 4. Sex._ __

5. Level of education: (Circle highest year completed)
College 1 2 3·4 Graduate School 1 2 3 4+
6. Mother Tongue._ _ _ _ _ __
7. Language{s) you speak at home: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
8. Language you are now learning or have most recently learned:._ _ _ _ __
9. How long have you been studying the language 11sted in 18?_ _ _ _ __
10. Have you studied other languages besides the language listed in 18?
(Circle one) Yes No
11. How do you rate your overall proficiency in the language listed in 18, as
ca1tp1red to the proficiency of other students in your class? (Circl• on•)
Excellent Good Fair Poor
12. How do you rate your overall proficiency in the language listed in 18, ••
COlll{>ared to the proficiency of native speakers of the languag•? (Circle
one)
Excellent Good Fair Poor
13 •. How important 1s it for you to become proficient in the language listed tn
18? (Circle One)
Very Important Important
Not so i•portant
14. Why do you want to learn the language
a. ___ Interested in the language~
c.___ Have friends who speak the
language
e.
Need it for career
g.= Other (L tst):

listed in 181 (Check all that apply)
b. ___ Interested in the cultur•
d.___ Required course for degree
f.

-

Need it for travel

15. Do you enjoy language learning? (Circle one) Yes No
16. Have you taught English as a Second Language (ESL), English as a Foreign
Language (EFL), or any other form of Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOL)? (Circle all that apply) ESL EFL Other_ _ _ _ __
17. Have you taught students from the following language groups? (Check all
that apply)
a. ___Spanish
b.___Indochinese
c.___Russian
d._Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
18. Which levels have you taught? (Check all that apply)
•·--- K-6 b.____ 7-12 c.___ College-Level
d._ Adult Education
19. What are some of the differences, positive, negative or neutral, that you
have noticed in the learning styles or strategies of your students? Please
note the language group and whether you perceive the difference(s) to be
positive, negative or neutral.
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Strategy Inventory for
Language Learning {SILL)
Version for English Speakers Learning a
New Language
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SILL_

NU11ber - - - -

.

.,.J

'

'.

.

• ·· MSVER SHEET
'N

For English Speakers Learning a New Language.
1. Never or 1l110st never true of ...

2.
3.
4.
5.

Generally not true of ...
Somewhat true of .. .
Generally true of .. .
Always or alaost always true of ae.

EXAMPLE
1.

1 2 3 4 5

Part A
1.

1 2 3 4 5

2.

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

n.

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

'·
7.

s

12.

1 2 3 4 5

3.

1 2 3 4 5

8.

1 2 3 4 5

13.

1 2 3 4 5

'·
s.

1 2 3 4 5

9.

1 2 3 4 5

14.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

10.

1 2 3 4 5

15.

1 2 3 4 5

SUM_/15 • -

f1cLI
16.

1 2 3 4 5

25.

1 2 3 4 5

33.

1 2 3 4 5

17.

1 2 3 4 5

21.

1 2 3 4 5

34.

1 2 3 4 5

18.

1 2 3 4 5

27.

1 2 3 4 5

35.

1 2 3 4 5

19.

1 2 3 4 5

28.

1 2 3 4 5

36.

1 2 3 4 5

20.

1 2 3 4 5

29.

1 2 3 4 5

37.

1 2 3 4 5

21.

1 2 3 4 5

30.

1 2 3 4 5

38.

l

22.

1 2 3 4 5

31.

1 2 3 4 5

39.

1 2 3 4 5

23.

1 2 3 4 5

32.

1 2 3 4 5

40.

1 2 3 4 5

24.

1 2 3 4 5

33.

1 2 3 4 5

$UM_/25 • -

2 3 4 5
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Number

SILL_

1. Never or almost never true of me.
Generally not true of me.
3. Somewhat true of me.
4. Generally true of me.
5. Always or almost always true of me.

z.

Part C

z

41.

1

5

44.

1 2 3 4 5

47.

1 2 3 4 5

42.

1 2 3 4 5

45.

1 2 3 4 5

48.

1 2 3 4 5

43.

1 2 3 4 5

46.

1 2 3 4 5

3 4

SUM_/8 · - Part R
49.

1 2 3 4 5

57.

1 2 3 4 5

60.

1 2 3 4 5

so.

1 2 3 4

5

56.

1 2 3 4 5

61.

1 2 3 4 5

51.

1 2

3 4

5

57.

1 2 3 4

5

62.

1 2 3 4 5

52.

1 2 3 4

5

58.

1 2 3 4 5

63.

1 2 3 4

5

53.

1 2

3 4 5

59.

1 2 3 4

5

64.

1 2 3

4

5

54.

1 2 3 4 5

5

SUM _ _ /16 · Part E
65.

1 2 3 4

5

68.

1 2 3 4

5

70.

1 2 3 4

66.

1 2 3 4 5

69.

1 2 3 4

5

71.

1 2 3 4 5

67.

1 2 3

4 5

SUM _ _ /7 • _ _
Part F
72.

1 2 3 4 5

75.

1

2 3 4 5

78.

1

73.

1 2 3 4 5

76.

1 2 3 4 5

79.

1 2 3 4 5

74.

1 2 3 4 5

77.

1

2 3 4 5

so.

1 2 3 4 5

SUM_/9 · - -

2 3 4

5
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CnaCHC5o •

DOMOJJPt, l:OTopyJO BM . . . oxaaaAB, saDOABHI

7TY anvry. 9ra

m-»opuay&a IJ)MOSeT Ayqlll• DCllJ!n XUBe CDoa:>81il B~eHHJI

BHOCTpe.HHOro s3wxa sayeio>.ee ~TB!ml. -

vtf~:J>~ K~~.c

lIOUOABH'n>A&HW• JlaJIHM• xacaJOQ&BtcJI aaem 0 weTOJPNe<ZBX
npeewax 1 upoyecce B&J'l•BBJI &11:a.
Cor>.acae

51,

oor>.aces (corAacsa) riacTBOIBTo a

Hcc>.eAOBaHHH, Hanpes>.eHHOM Ha Haf'leBH• HHAHBHllYaA&HWX npHewos
Hac/'leHHJI HHOCTf&HHorO S3WJCa, nposoAHMOM MHR3psol

s. KaJ\3H8.JllDI.

jf noHH.MaJO, 'ITO HCCA•JIOBaHH• 1lOJlf63JM•BaeT sa.DOABellB• amenr c

BOilpoca.MH 06 H3f'ieHHH Jl31aa H TecT MeTO.lUNtCJ:BX npHhlOB I

upoyecce H3}"1eHHB mwca. Bo3Mom10, q-ro s 6yJIY\lleM weu ewe pas
IIODpoalT noBTOpH'ID TOT • • TecT. $1 IJOHHMU>,

yaeuaTD, XU

'qT()

ye>.& BCCAeAOBaHHJI -

Mil B3f'lMM poAHOI H HHOCTp8.BRHe Jl3WIB.

$1 DOBHMaJC), 'IT'O BOGMOZmtt JJ.AB MeBJI paa, CBSsaHHHA: C HCCAeJIOBaBHeM,
He&l\l)iuOa qT~lil sau~

ase-ry Tpe6yeTCJI DpH'5AH3HTeA»HO 'lac.

MeHS aa.Bepl!AB, 'ITO Bal m-»op.tayHJI ,mma el MHol OOXplHHTCJI B TcllHe· B, 'lTO AINHOCT& scex f'BC111DOB

&/Art BeH3B&CIHa.

$1 DOHHMaJO, 'IT'O MOi y'lacTHe ll°'5poBOIJ.HO CAeAaHO H, 'lTO JI cwory
o'I'1Caaancs '1r m.no>.BeHHa asxeni 11J0'5oe speMS.

$1 np<NHTaA(a) H IIOHHMU> atmeH31\.0ZeHHYJO BHlllOp.Maymo H cor>.a<:eH(a)
V'BCTBOBaT& I HCCAeAOBaHHH.

AaTa ____________

DO.IIDIC&-------------

-99l. ICrur ( OQ
llonoAHHTeA~HWe

2.

5.

sonpxw

llan~---

(AAJI

rosopBVJHX Ha pycaco.M aawxe)

3. B>apacT·---

4. IlOI\----

0'5paaoBaHHe: no~pxmrre KOAJNecno MT ~Y'feHHS s

cpe.mea mxOAe

ymmepcHTeTe

9 10 11 12
1 2 3 4
6. P0.11Ho8 mm _ _ __

,

aampuny~

1 2 3 4

+

r

7. Ha KUOM Jl31i1U Blil rosoprre ..IOMI.?

8. Kuoa Jlm.tJC SW HBf'laeTe ceiNac H>.H llif'BAH HellUBO?
9. ECAB Blil -~ HHOCTpeHH\lt J13WX, }'IIOMJmyTlill B 8, TO CKOAKO Bj)eMaDI?
10. a.i -~VJ! HHOCTpamu.te sawn, B&fD)MJDl)'nlt B D. 8?

11. Ku

BY A)'MaeTe, 1111 cso&.imo roa:>pHTe

nyHJCTe 8, DO CpaBHeHHJO C ~yr'HMB CTf.lleHTaMB
o.AHH OTMT, nozaAyAc:Ta) OTAJNHO

12.. Ka.JC

aw

A)'MaeTe, aw cao&.zmo roa:>pHTe

n}1HJCTe

8. no cpuaemuo c

2k

HtT \

sa mme, orue'leHBOM •
B Balil&M JCMCC.1

lopomo
sa

(ai~

Y.aOBMTBOpBTMWI>

mme, orwe'leHBOM s

BOCHTeMMH 3Toro sama?

OTIJNHo
Xopomo
Y.aoBAeTBOpHTeAWIO
IIJ\oxo
13. Ka.JC BW cqHTHTe, EBZHO AH pe38HBa'n» CIJOC~HOCIO rosop~ Ha
mme, orw.,e1mou s uyn1e 8?

<Nen sazso

iBazBO: Hesasso

14. Ilo\le.My sw xonrre H3Y'lan S3WJC, oT.we\lfHBld B nyBXT• 8?
(Ilo.l'ltpXHBTe BOt DO.llXOJUDJPle O'!Wnl)

ecro RHTepec x mmy. /

1) Y weu

2) Y weH& ten mrrepec x KY.NtTYpe.

3) Y weH& ec10 .ap79u, xoropw rosopn Ha 3TOM mme.
4) HB}T\leHHe :m>ro sama aeo~lDIMO no npcrpaw.Me 0'5yqee11a.

5)

~aBBe

3Toro a31il1Ca Beo'5x<>.1HMO Al\JI npo.aimeBu no e>..yz'5e.

6) ~ HayqaJO 3Tor

mm c UfAWO nyreU»CrBHJt

7) Ecio .apyr11e nplNHHY;

15.

~'ltscHHTe

HX, no:s.:aAyacn_ _ _ __

au. Bpaarrca •Y'Bn HBOCTpaBBW• mwm? I

lla

HeT I

16. ruoaa, Ha sam BSrAJIA. paaHK\la we*Af weTo.aaMH H3f'leHHJI
HB>CTpelllD« samos 1 samea CTpaHe a 1 AM•PD•? STa
paBHHt.Ja MOZ.r &In OUfBeHa BUOi DOAOZHTe.NtB8.
01-pHyaTe.NtHa HAB, MOZeT '5Jil'IO, paemn,pi •T. 8Jil Be saMt\laeT•
HHIUo8 pl3mn.pl. HammmT• OTMT Ba o'5peTB08 cropoB• ABcra,
e<:AH He XBaTaeT Mect'a UeG.

IlAoxo
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METO.l(HqECXHE DPH!MW B DPOIJECCE Y3WqEHHE R3WXA
(MDDYR)
BapBasT 7.0
P. OJ:CfOp.I, 1~9
YKA3AJIH8
STOT BapHaHT «M•TO.IJ111.CJ:U DpBiMOB • npo;ecc• Beyq•na
SBWJ:I>> DP•.llHIBHH•H .IAS BSf'qU>JJJU &BrABtCJ:Bt J:U BTopoa
BAB BHOCTplHHWB BBWJ:. BaM 6y.l•T DP..IAOZ•B ps.1 YT. .p•.1•RBt,
xocar:>JJJHCS npo;ecca BBYUBBS &BrAdcxoro aewxa. DozaAy8CTa,
npoqHTa8T• J:aZ.llO• BS BBX. Ha OT.l•AJ.BOI pa6oqea fOPM•
)'J:&ZHT• Balli BapHaBT OTBeTa (nOCTaBJtT• P fPY 1, 2, J, 4 BAB 5),
J:OTopwA: OTpazaA 6w, B J:Hoa CT•D•RB TO BAB BRO• )'TB•p•.l•RB•
••pRo DO OTHomeRHJO JC BaM.

1 - HHXOr.lla RAH noqTH Rnor.1a R. .•pRo DO OTBomeRHJ') XO
MRe.

2 - 06wqao Rtae pHo no oTaomenio x o MB•.

3 - HHor.lla aepao no onomeHBJO xo MB•.
4 - 06wqHo BepHo no OTHom•RBJO XO MB•.

5 - Bcer.aa HAH noqTH 1cer.1a ••pRO DO OTBomeHHIO XO MB•.
«HHXOr.lla HAR noqTH HHJ:OT.lla R•B•pRo no OTBomeBHJO XO MB•»
OGHaneT, 11TO paccwaTpHBHMoe YTB•P•ll•BB• oJtBlp purgo
••PHO no OTBom•HHJO JC BaM.
«OC5WqHo HtBtpHo no OTBomtBHJO XO MHe» OGBaqaeT, qTo
paccwaTpHBatMO• )'TBtpZ.ll•HB• ••pBO MtBtt JtM I
noAOIHHt CAY!atl.
«HHor.1a Bepao DO OTHomtBHJO KO MR•» 08BaqaeT, tto
)'TBtpz.1eHH• BtpHo no OTBomeBBJO x BIM DQBM!QBO I
nOAOIHHt CA!qatl.

<~WqBo

BtpHO no OTRomeHRJO JCO MR•» OBRaqaeT I qTo
YTB•pZ.lltRBe BtpHo §oAtt JtM 1 UOAOBHHt CAftJltB.
ccBceraa BAH no11TH Bceraa 1tpRo no OTRomtBRJO 10 MB•» octBaqa•T,
tto yTaepz.1eBH• BepRo no onomeaBJO x BaM llQ3Dl

1C•r4a.
0TBeqa8T• c yqeTOM Toro, I H Toqso TO BAB BHot YT••P•ll•HB•
OTpazaeT Um!. nOBt.lltHHe. Ht BCXOJIBT• Bl aamax npe.ICTaBA•BH8 0
TOM,·XH IW .IOJ\KBN nocTynaTJt BAB XH DOCTynaJOT l.RYCBt.
Hw•IT• B BHllY, 'CITO Ra npe.11Aaraew1i1• ynepz ..HBBS ae
CYJJl•CTBY•T npaaHAJ.BWX BAB BenpaBBMBlilX OTB•TOB. CBOB OTB•nt
npOCTaBJ.T• Ba 0Tll•AJ.R08 pa6oqel fOPM•. Y6•JIBT•AJ.BIS Dpoc•6a
Bt .ll•AITJt BB:IHBX DOM•TOK Bl eutllX YTB•P•Jl•RBSX. OTBe'ClalTe c
DpB•MAeuoa JIAS Bae CJCOpotTH>, •• .10Dyc1u Be6ptZROCT•I. Xax
npUBAO, Ra Bee oneTlil Tpe6yeTc• •• &AM 20-30 MBHYT.
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1. .R COOTHOW}' CBOH npe.4W•CTB}'IOJ:IIH• aHaHHJl c HHfOpMayHea,

2. .R

IIoJ\y'laeMoll B npoyecce H3yqeaHa aarAHtcxoro Jt3WJ:a.
HCIIOJ\1>3YIO HOBW• aHrJ\H!CJ:H• CJ\OBa B npellJ\OZeHHJIX c: ti•Al>IO
HX J\yqmero 3aIIOMHHaHHJI.
.

3. R CBJ13WBaJO

3By'laHH• HOBoro aHrJ\H!cxoro C:J\OBa c:
OIIpe,lleJ\eHHWM o6pHOM BAH xapTBHOI, qTo IIOMoraeT MB•
3aIIOMHHTI> 3TO CJ\OBO.

4. R 3ay'IHBaJO HOBO• aHrJ\HICJ:oe CJ\.OBO IIYT•M MilCJ\eHaoro
IIpellCTaBJ\eHHJI CHTyagHH, B J:OTopoa AaHHO• C:J\OBO MOrJ\o
6W 6WT:& HCIIOJ\:&30BaHO.

s. R HCIIOJ\lt3YJO PHtMW llJ\JI 3aIIOMHBaHHJI BOBWX aHrJ\HICJ:BX CJ\OB.
6. R HCIIOJ\l>3YJO xapToqxa c spxo B xpyIIHO BaIIHCaHHWMB HOBWMB
aHr J\H!CJCHMH CJ\OBaMH, qTo6w 3ayq&Tlii 3TB CJ\OBa.

7. R MOTOpHO (TeJ\eCHO) npoarpWBaJO HOBO• aHr.AH!CJ:Oe CJ\OBO.
6. R qacTO IIOBTOPJIJO IIpO!AeHHW! MaTepHaJ\ IIO aHrJ\HICIOMY
Jl3WJCy.

9. R 3aY'IHBaJO HOBWe aHrJ\H!CJ:H• CJ\OBa HJ\H BWpazeHHJI DyT•M
3aIIOMHHaHHJI BX pacIIOAOZeBHJI Ha C:TpaHHl.Je, AOCJ:• BAB
y J\H'IHOA: BWBeC:JCe.

10. R H&CJ:OJ\HO pH IIporoaapHBaJO HJ\H npoIIHCWBaJO BOIW•
aHr J\Hi:CJCH• CJ\OBa.

11. R CTapaJOc:& rosopHT:& JCH BOCHTeJ\H Jl3WJ:a.
12. R ynpUCHJIJOC:& I aHrJ\HACIOM DpOH3HomeHBH.

13. R HCIIOJ\L3YJO 3HHowwe

aBr.AHtc1ae cA01a pHJ\BqHww.x

CIIOCo6aMH.

14.R HHHl.JHHPYJO 6eceAW Ba aHrJ\HtCJCOM Jl3WJCe.

15. R CMOTpJO

TeJ\HHAHOHHWe nepe.zxaqa HJ\H tHAltMW Ha
aHr J\H!CJCOM Jl3WJCe.
16. R 'IHTaJO Ba aHr J\Hltcxou pai1a y 11010J\1tC:TBHJ1.
,17. R IIHWY 3aIIHCJCB, IIBCJ.Ma HJ\B llOJCJ\a.llW Ha aHrJ\Hi:CJCOM.
11~. CHaqaJ\a
6er.Ao npocwaTpHBaJO aar.AH!cxaa THC:T, 3aTeM
BHBMaTeALBO npo'lBTWBalO ero &lje pH.
19. R CTapaJOClt o6HapyzBTJ. B pOllBOM Jl3WJCe CJ\OBa, noxozae
1
HOB We aHr J\HACXB:I CAOBa.

s

I

Ha

1

20.

R CTapaJOC:&

HaATB ycTOt'IHBWe (cTaHAapTHW&) lCOHCTPYlliJHB B
aHr J\Hi:CJC OM Jl3WJC •.
21. R BWJICHJIJO aHaqeaae aar.AHA:cxoro c:J\oaa, pu6Haaa ero Ba qacTB,
3Ha'leHH• JCOTopwx MH• B3B&CTHO.
22. R CTapaJOClii He nepeBOllBTlt CJ\OBO B CJ\OBO., IIpO'IHTaBBO:I BJ\B
npocAymaHHoa Ha aar.AatcxoM Jl3WXe.

24. R CTapaJOCL yraAaTJ. 3HaqeBBe HHHHOMWX aHrHHACXHX CAOB.
25. Kor Aa, 6eceAya Ha aarJ\Htcxow Jl3WXe, a He u.ory no1106paT1t
HYZHOe CJ\OBO, JI HCDOJ\lii3YJO zecTW.

26. R IIPHAYMWBaIO CJ\OBa, eCJ\H Be Mory no.zxo6paT:& HaCTORJl•IO
aHr J\HA:cxoro c:Aoaa.

27. R 'IHTaIO no-aHrJ\HACIB He IWJICBJIJI 3HaqeHHJI 1az.zxoro
IIOIIaAaIOqieroca He3BU~OMOro CJ\OBa.
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2&. Jt CTapaJOc• yruan, .S.Ce.aya no-urABicJCB, no uoa
c~•..IBBIC C~BpHTU aaaan.
29. EcAB a•• uory no.ao8pan urJUd:cKoe cAoao, • BCDOA••YJO
CAOBO BAB aupaJHBB• c T•M •• cutUM 1sa11•BB•M.
30. Jt c-rapaJOC• •cno.AJ.1oaan ~YJO ao1uozsocn. DJ>UTBJCoaanc•
aaBTADCJ:OM.
31. Jt eaueqaJO caoa om&81ea • CTapaJOG ••~ran a • .IU•B•lmew.
32. Jt o5paljaJO BBBMIBB• sa ro1opq•x no-asrAdCJCB.
33. Jt c-rapaJOC• yesaaaT• o nyrax &A.. lflHTBaBoro BayqeBu
sa1i11ea.
34. Jt DAIHHPYJO CIOi Bpeua THBM ~paeou, trro5u ....,..
.aocTaToqso •p•M•BB .IA• aayqeBJIJI asrABlcJCoro a11i11ea.
35 . .R CTapaJOClt BllTB A.JO.HI, c JCOTOplilMB MOZBO 5UAO 5u
noo5;ianca Ba asrABlcJCow.
36 . .R CTapalOClt qaTaT• no-asrAJliCJCB JCH MOZBO 5oA.Jtm•.

37. .R CTUAJO 8CBlil• B onp•.HA•BBlil• ll•AH I .l•A•
ycoa•pmescT10BaBBa c1oero asrAdc1eoro.
3& . .R ea«Soqyc• o c1oew nporpecce 1 aa1i111•BD ••ma.
39 . .R CTapalOClt Ba5aBHTltca OT CTpaxa BAB qyacna ••AOIEOCTJI
D•P•ll BCDOA.ltlOBaBH•M IBTABICJCoro aema.
40 . .R eacTHAJIJO ce5a ro1opBT• no-asr ABICJCB, .1az• 1eor.1a • 5oJOc•
.IODYCTBTlt omB51 y.
41 . .R T•M BAB BBlilM ~PHOM 5oasarpaz.1aJO c-8• •• YCD•D.
aBrAHICJCOM ••m•.
42 . .R o5paJJaJO IBBMaBB• Bl IOIBHJCllOJllH• sanpaz•BB• BAB
••PB08BOCTJ. I npogecce ••yq•BBJI 811i1JC•.
43 . .R llDBClilBaJO oneTU 0 CBOBX OJJIYJJ•BHax • ..IB..llD Bctyq··~
SllilJCI.
44 . .R cnpaJOc• no5ece.101an c JC•M-ABBO 0 CIOBZ OJllYVJ•BBD,
BOIBBXIJOljBX • npog•cce Bayq···· SIWJCa.
45. !CAB 5-ce.aya Bl IBrABICIOM,. q•ro-To •• DOBJIMIJO, TO npomy
C~•C•llBBXa ro1opBT• M•.IA•BBH BAH IIOITOPBT• CKISIBBO..
46 . .R npomy roaopqax no-ur AJdcx• acnpaaAaT• 011D15XB,
.1onycxaew1i1• MBOJO np• paaro10~.
47 . .R fTpazsaJOc• • asrAdc1ow •w•CT• c .apyr&u• aeyqaJOJJHMB
•ctWJC.
43 . .R npomy 0 DOMOJIH c Jl3WXOM ro1opapx IIO-aBrABICXB.
49. Jt aa.aaJO IIO-aBrABICIB IOIIpoclil.
50. Jt c-rapaJOC• yasan no5oMm• o JCf AltTYP• asrAoaauqmrz CTpas.
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P A50lfAjl •OPMA l[.l\jl OTBETOB H IIOl[CqET A Ol!KOB l[.l\jl MIIIIH$1
BepcHJI 7.0

P.

01:c1op.1,

19M

05PA3EU
p UTHBHO HlJIY BOSMOZBOCTH D006111ancJ1 c BOCHT•AJIMH Jl3ilJCa.
Ha 3TOI CTpaHHJile DpOCTO BDBmHTe eel» I Dpoqepl: DOll
YTBepz.lleHHeM, JCoTopoe HaHAyqmHM o6pasow onHcilBaeT, qTo Bil
pea.AJ»HO .ll&AaeTe B HaCTORJilee spews 1:acaTeA1»HO HsyqeHHJI
aHr AHllcx oro JHilJC a.
HHJCOr.lla
B U•AOM
HAH DoqTH HeBepHo DO
HHl:Or.lla OTHomeHHJO
IOMHe

HHor.lla
HpBO DO
OTHomeBHJO
1:0 MHe

B geAoM
BepHO DO
OTBomeHBJO
1:0 MHe

Bcer.lla
HAH noqTH
1cer.1a
HpHO DO
OTHOWeHHJO
10 M.He

2

3

4

5

OTBeTBB Ha Bilmesa.llaHHilA: Bonpoc, Bil HDOAHHAH o6paseg OTB•Ta.
Tenepi. llOZllHTeci. cHrHaAa DpeDo.llaBaTeAJI JC DPOllOAZeBBJO
pa60TW. OTseqaJlTe Ba BODpocw 6wcTpo, BO BllyMqHBO H axxypaTHO.
HaqHHaJI c DYHl:Ta HOMep 1, OTMeqalTe BamH OTBeTW Ba pa6oqel
fOpMe.
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Ko..a _______________

~aTa

______________

1. Howepa npoqep101 ( ___ ) COOTHTCTBYJOT Howepaw YTHp•..a•HHR
B MIIIIH.R.
2. 3anHmyTe sam oTHT Ha 1az..awa nyHJ:T (sanoJ\HYT• i:as..awa
npoqep1 o..aHoa 113 UHtp 1, 2, .3, 4 HJ\H 5).

t{ACTb A
1. --2. --3.
__ _

4. __ _

5. __ _
6. __ _
7. __ _

a. ___
9. __ _

qACTb B

10. --11. __ _

qACTb C

t{ACTb D

24. ---

30. __ _

25. ---

31. --32. ---

12. ---

26. ---

13. --14. ---

27. --2&. - -

15. ---

29. ---

16. ---

.33.
34.
35.
36.

__
__ _
___

qACTb E

39.-40. __ _
41. --42. ---

43. --44. - -

qACTb F
45, __ _

46. __ _
47 __

4&. __ _
49. __ _

50._

37. ___

17. --1&. --19. --20. --21. ---

3&. __ _

22. --23. ---

------------------------------------------------------------------nacaT~ HHqero)

CYMMhl: (He HYJCHo

/9•

TOTAL·

/14•

/6·

150-

/9•

/6•

/6·

S3~0JS MV~

J XION3ddV
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RAW SCORES: ENGLISH VERSION
Case
Group 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Group 2
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
Group 3
36
37
38
39
40

PartA PartB

PartC

PartD PartE

PartF

Total

51
41
55
48
48
42
49
50
37

83
83
102
95
75
98
83
109
98

26
29
30
29
25
26
29
32
31

56
64
56
55
62
60
57
62
58

24
19
23
22
19
21
20
22
13

34
35
36
35
36
35
29
39
31

274
271
302
284
265
282
267
314
268

45
47
48
56
24
46
58
41
32
41
44
51
40
42
45
35
46
48
54
39
39
42
27
55
42
52

98
83
106
108
77
92
104
86
97
94
83
87
84
99
91
72
85
83
93
68
70
87
65
110
99
88

33
28
27
35
32
30
30
30
28
31
31
30
31
34
28
27
32
29
33
20
22
29
18
24
37
33

55
48
63
56
55

20
25
24
24
20
19
19
17
17
20
23
14
27
12
16
17
16
21
16
22
14
16
18
27
25
20

33
35
33
33
31
32
34
25
24
36
40
33
32
26
34
34
29
32
38
27
30
35
26
34
39
22

284
266
301
301
244
254
305
250
249
276
281
270
266
254
273
228
245
279
286
226
219
263
192
320
309
267

51
44
42
44
53

108
81
87
78
97

34
25
29
30
31

66
39
52
53
64

21
17
22
19

39
30
29
31
37

319
236
261
255
300

40

60
51
51
54
60
55
52
41
59
43
37
66
52
50
44
54
38
70
67
52

18

-107(Raw Scores, English Version, continued)
Case

PartA PartB

PartC

PartD PartE

PartF Total

41
42
43

55
61
41
44
36

31
33
34
23
34
33
32

66
75
51
51
41
56
49

37
37
33
32
32
28
26

44

45
46
47

44

52

98
102
99
61
99
96
86

23
29
26
20
17
18
20

310
337
284
231
259
275
265
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RAW SCORES: RUSSIAN VERSION
case

PartA PartB

Pa rte

PartD

PartE

PartF

Total

Group 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Group 2

12
30
27
24
30
31
31
30
30

23
43
50
36
40
42
39
40
38

9
26
26
20
20
28
28
24
27

18
40
37
24
33
39
39
32
33

9
14
21
18
20
24
24
19
23

12
23
24
20
20
23
23
24
23

83
176
185
142
163
187
184
169
174

30
26
30
30
31
25
32
30
32
32
13
24

36
49
42
48
37
42
44
50
44
40
55
42

20
21
17
26
17
25
22
22
22
22
13
18

36
36
37
32
34
40
36
36
36
36
39
36

16
18
18
24
13
27
24
20
24
22
18
20

24
23
21
29
20
28
24
24
24
24
29
24

162
173
165
189
152
188
182
182
182
176
167
164

31
35
40
31
33
24
29
26
17
32
29
24
36
27
34
31
31
31
34

52
51
58
49
60
36
42
42
33
46
55
48
44
40
49
44
45
43
46

22
23
29
22
26
18
26
24
19
24
23
18
16
16
29
28
20
20
21

39
36
44
39
41
24
35
24
31
35
41
36
36
34
39
36
36
35·
43

12
19
30

22
27
30
30
29
16
25
16
30
24
25
22
18
20
28
24
29
30
27

178
191
231
183
207
142
170
150
144
178
187
166
168
149
202
182
185
184
186

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Group 3
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

10

18
12
18
18
14
17
14
18
18
12
23
19
24
24
15
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(Raw Scores, Russian Version, cont.)
Case

PartA PartB

41
42
43

33
33
26
32
31
27
22

44

45
46
47

49
48
37
47
47
43
24

PartC

PartD PartE

26
21
17
28
27
21
11

35
43
31
40
43
41
26

22
15
18
21
14
16
18

PartF Total
24
27
22
26
25
25
11

189
187
181
194
187
173
117

a
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-111INDIRECT STRATEGIES
(Metacognitive, Affective, and Social Strategies)

,......,

1. Overviewing and linking with already known material

A.

t'!j

Centering~ 2. Paying attention
your

t1

..

~

learning

3. Delaying speech production to focus

on listening

~
~

1. Finding out about language learning

~
~

3. Setting goals and objectives

B. Arranging and
planning
your learning

~
~

4. Identifying the purpose of a language task
(purposeful listeningtreading/speaki~)

5. Planning for

~

a language task

g

<

!:d

[
PJ

~

\0
\0

. -.
:.g I~

6. Seeking practice opportunities

C. Evaluating
your teaming

t1

...
.. °'

2.0rganiZing
I. Metacognitive
strategies

~

0

rn

CD

1. Sett-monitoring

2. Setf-evatualing

0

~

A. '"'-1ng
your
anxiety

II. Affective
strategies

~

1. Using
. relaxation
. progressive

-

• deep breathing,

°'

co
I

N
N

.......

2. Using music

™

3. Using laughter

1. Making positive statements

B. Encouraging
yourself

~ 2.

Taking risks wisely

3. Rewarding yourself

.....

..

CD

rn
C. Taking your
emotional
temperature

A. Asking

~

1. Listening to your body

cT

3. Writing a language teaming diary
4. Oiac:ussing your feelings with

- - - - - 1. Asking for ~

questions - - - - - -

g

2. Using a cheddist

someone else

or verification

2. Asking for correction

~

CD

m

g.
CD

t1

rn
Ill. SocilJ/
strategies

B. Cooperating ~
with others

<-.__

c. Empathizing<
with others

1. Cooperating with peers
·
2. Cooperating with proficient users
of the new language

1. Developing cultural understanding
2. Becoming aware of others' thoughts and feelings

5
~

~

°'

8

.~

IPJOM~"I.

e6enaw 8'a 6u~xoldde JO~ ·g
~_,~·s

~JO~ ~unwwoo ~v

auqse8 JO .......

..,

6ufsn "£

-zn-

-113DIRECT STRATEGIES
(Memory, Cognitive, and Compensation Strategies)

A.Creating~
mental
linkages

1. Grouping

2. Associati"Welaborating
3. Placing

new words into a context

1. Using imagery

I. Memory
strategies

B. images
Applyingand

~ 2. Semantic mapping
3. Using keywords

sounds

4 ...
_. ........Ul'V
~-sounds
in memory

C. Reviewing well - - 1.

Structured l'8Yiewing

D. Employing~ 1· Using physical response or sensation

action

-----

2. Using mechanicaJ techniques

1. Repeating

2. Formally practicing with sounds and writing systems

A. Practicing E

3. Recognizing and using formulas and patterns
4. Recombining
5. Practicing naturaJistically

B. Receiving and
sending

<

1. Getting the idea quickty

menages"\
2. Using resources for receiving
mid sending messages

II. Cognitive

strategies

1. Reasoning deduc:tiYely

2. Analyzing expresa;ons
3. Analyzing contrut1ve1y (acroas languages)
4.Translating

5. Transferring

D.

=forand~
L
input

1. Taking notes

2. Summarizing
3. Highlighting

